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COMPENSATION FOR EXPROPRIATED PROPERTY
IN RECENT INTERNATIONAL LAW
AMIR RAFATt
I. INTRODUCTION
C USTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW recognizes the right
of states to expropriate alien' property with compensation.' While
the right of alien property holders to compensation is generally ac-
knowledged, considerable controversy rages over the terms of com-
pensation. This controversy can at least partially be explained by the
emergence and increasing participation in world affairs of the newly
independent countries in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. It is
generally conceded that modern international law originated in the
16th century among the European Christian states.' The new coun-
tries, having had no participation in the formation and development
of international law, refuse to submit to some sections of it - includ-
ing the rules of compensation - as unsuitable to their economic and
industrial growth. Oddly enough, these same countries often stand to
lose from the present confusion surrounding the rules of compensa-
tion. It is common knowledge that most of the underdeveloped coun-
tries are badly in need of foreign investment and skills to improve
their economic resources; foreign capital, however, will be slow to
come as long as the rules of international law protecting alien property
against arbitrary seizure are not clearly defined and observed.
The developed industrial countries of the West, on the other
hand, are understandably disturbed by the refusal of the new states
to comply with the traditional law. The time when coercive power
could be used to protect investments seems to be passing, and, against
t Associate Professor of Political Science, DePauw University. B.A., Uni-
versity of Geneva, 1955; M.A., University of Nebraska, 1958; Ph.D., University of
Minnesota, 1964.
1. International law, at least at the present stage of its development, does not
regulate the relations between states and their nationals. For this reason, the scope of
the present study is limited to such takings as are carried out against property owned
by aliens.
2. J.L. BRIERLY, THE LAW or NATIONS 284 (6th ed. 1963).
3. Verzijl, Western European Influence on the Foundation of International Law,
1 INT'L RSL. 137 (1955).
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this background, the capital-exporting countries must rely on the rules
of international law for the protection of their nationals' property
interests abroad. These rules, however, in order to be effective, must
be redefined in accordance with changing conditions in the inter-
national community. As a matter of general proposition, it may be
stated that any legal system, to serve as an effective instrument of
social control, should be responsive to the needs of the community to
which it applies. A recent writer has observed, "Law . . . is not a
constant in a society, but is a function. In order that it may be effec-
tive, it ought to change with changes in views, powers and interests
in the community."4 This is particularly true of international law
which, lacking in a centralized enforcement system, must rely for its
implementation upon voluntary compliance by states. Obviously, the
latter would not comply unless the law is adapted to their interests.
It scarcely requires argument that with the rise of the new African
and Asian countries as a force in international relations, the conditions
under which the traditional standards of compensation were formu-
lated have changed. This, in the light of what was said above, suggests
the need for redefinition of the rules of compensation in accordance
with changed circumstances. The present study hopes to take a step
in that direction by analyzing at length four recent expropriation
cases, namely, expropriations undertaken by Iran, Egypt, Indonesia,
and Cuba. Although the primary concern here is with four case
studies, it must be noted that the experience embodied in these cases
cannot be appreciated unless seen in a perspective that takes into
account the general literature on compensation. Accordingly, the first
part of this Article is devoted to an analysis of the problem of com-
pensation in its broader aspects. The object here consists mainly of
identifying the areas of disagreement with reference to which the four
case studies can be profitably examined for solutions. It is also pro-
posed to examine in this part the compensation agreements resulting
from some earlier expropriation actions (Mexican, East European,
etc.) inasmuch as such agreements, it is believed, together with the
practice embodied in the Iranian, Egyptian, Indonesian, and Cuban
cases can be used as a basis for conclusions. In the second part, atten-
tion is shifted to the four case studies mentioned above. Here, first-
hand material - official statements, statutes, etc. - bearing upon
the cases in question is extensively drawn upon in order to ascertain
the respective positions of the expropriating and claimant states in
regard to the question of compensation. In the concluding section,
4. Anand, Attitude of the Asian-African States Toward Certain Problems ofInternational Law, 15 INT'L ComP. L.Q. 55, 63 (1966).
[VOL. 14 : p. 199
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EXPROPRIATED PROPERTY
an attempt is made to show how the experience embodied in the recent
expropriations can be applied toward the solution of some of the
problems raised in the first part.
At the outset, a few terms must be defined. The term "expropria-
tion" is used in this Article to mean any compulsory taking of private
property by state action. Expropriation is called "individual" when it
constitutes an isolated taking, usually carried out in the enforcement
oi an administrative decree. Individual expropriation is exemplified
by such action as the taking of property for the construction of roads
or hospitals, or destruction of private property for sanitary purposes.
"General" expropriation, on the other hand, denotes taking car-
ried out in pursuance of a general program. The property thus
expropriated may be transferred to another person as is the case with
general expropriations carried out in the enforcement of agrarian
reform programs, or it may be transferred into state ownership. The
latter kind is here referred to as "nationalization."
The distinction between individual and general expropriations is
important for present purposes, since, as will appear below, certain
commentators and states have maintained that the terms of compen-
sation or even the very existence of a rule obligating the expropriat-
ing state to compensate depend upon whether the taking is individual
or carried out in pursuance of a general and impersonal legislation.
II. COMPENSATION FOR EXPROPRIATED ALIEN PROPERTY
A. Compensation in General
1. Duty to Compensate
There seems to be general agreement in international law that the
expropriating state is obligated to pay compensation for the expropriated
property. This obligation has been recognized by a good many writers,
including Wortley,' White,6  Delson, 7 Foighel,8  Hyde,9 Domke,'0
Guggenheim," Oppenheim,"2 Woolsey,13 Fachiri, 14 and Scelle.' 5
5. B.A. WORTLEY, EXPROPRIATION IN PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 115-35 (1959).
6. G. WHITE, NATIONALISATION Or FOREIGN PROPERTY 231-43 (1961).
7. Delson, Nationalization of the Suez Canal Company: Issues of Public and
Private International Law, 57 COLUM. L. Rev. 755, 763 (1957).
8. I. FOIGH9L, NATIONALIZATION 84-87 (1957).
9. Hyde, Compensation for Expropriation, 33 AM. J. INT L L. 108, 112 (1939).
10. Domke, Foreign Nationalizations, 55 Am. .. INT'L L. 585, 603 (1961).
11. 1 P. GUGGENHIm, TRAITE Dr DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 330-31 (1963).
12. 1 L. OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW: A TREATISE (H. Lauterpacht ed.
1948).
13. Woolsey, The Expropriation of Oil Properties by Mexico, 32 Am. J. INT'L L.
519 (1938).
14. Fachiri, Expropriation and International Law, 6 BRIT. Y.B. INT'L L. 159
(1925).
15. Scelle, La Nationalisation du Canal de Suez et le Droit International,
2 ANNUAIRE FRANAIS DR DROIT INTERNATIONAL 3 (1956).
WINTER 1969]
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The principle that there is an obligation to afford recovery at
least insofar as alien property is concerned also finds support in inter-
national case law, 6 as well as in the practice of states. It must not,
however, be assumed that the existence of a rule requiring compen-
sation is recognized by all states or commentators. At least two states
and a small number of writers - mostly from communist countries
have repudiated the existence of any such obligation insofar as general
and impersonal expropriations are concerned. This was essentially
the position adopted by Mexico in connection with its agrarian and oil
expropriations. The Mexican position was clearly expressed in the
note of August 3, 1938, to the United States, in which, repudiating
the American allegation that Mexico had rendered itself guilty of an
international offense by denying compensation to foreign property
holders, the Mexican Foreign Minister maintained that under inter-
national law expropriation of the kind carried out in Mexico entailed
no liability for compensation. The pertinent portion of that note reads:
[T]here is in international law no rule universally accepted in
theory nor carried out in practice, which makes obligatory the
payment of immediate compensation nor even of deferred compen-
sation, for expropriations of a general and impersonal character. 18
In a similar vein, the Soviet Union persistently and successfully denied
the right of deprived aliens to receive compensation.'9
This view has also found favor with some communist-oriented
writers. Bystriky and Benk6, for instance, at the Sixth Congress of
the International Association of Democratic Lawyers at Rome, asserted
that "socialist" nationalizations involved no obligation under inter-
national law to afford recovery to deprived aliens.2"
2. Equality of Treatment v. Minimum International Standard
Some other authorities have adopted a position which if pushed
to its logical conclusion would have the effect of denying compensation
to foreign owners of property at least insofar as the nationals of the
taking state are treated in the same fashion. This school maintains
that apart from the duty under international law of the nationalizing
state to grant to alien owners of property equality of treatment with
nationals, there is no other rule of positive international law to impose
16. See, e.g., Chorzow Factory (Indemnity) Case, [1928] P.C.I.J., ser. A, No. 17.
17. As will appear below all the states with the exception of the Soviet Union and
Mexico have recognized the duty to compensate.
18. 1 DocuMEN'TS ON AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1938-39, at 93 (S.S. Jones
& D. Myers eds. 1939).
19. See p. 208 in!ra.
20. INTERNATIONAL AsSOCIATION ov DEMOCRATIc LAWYERS, 6TH CONFERENC9
19-26 (1956).
[VOL. 14: p. 199
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upon that state the duty of paying compensation for the property
taken. It follows that the inequality of treatment with nationals is
the sole basis upon which a claim for compensation can lawfully be
made, and no such claim arises when the nationalizing state grants
equality by denying to both nationals and foreigners a right to in-
demnity. This was in substance the position adopted by Sir John
Fischer Williams in an article he wrote over 30 years ago and in
which he took sharp issue with the views concerning compensation
expounded by Fachiri 21 in an earlier article. Sir John stated the
question in these terms:
[W]hether or not, apart from any special terms imposed by a
"concession" or by treaty, there exists a general rule that if a
state expropriates the property of an alien without the payment
of full compensation it commits a wrong of which the state of the
alien affected is entitled to complain, even if the measure of ex-
propriation applies indiscriminately to nationals and to aliens. 2
He found no basis for an affirmative answer to this question not-
withstanding the fact that "[t]he affirmative of this proposition is
asserted by many lawyers of great eminence, and appears at the present
time to be supported by the predominant sentiment of the jurists of
the United States. ' 23
Another early expression of the "equality of treatment" position
is to be found in Strupp who about the same period, in connection
with Rumania's agrarian reform, wrote:
[T]here is no rule of customary international law which pro-
hibits the State from expropriating the property of the nationals
of another State, with or without compensation, provided that,
in so doing, the expropriating State does not establish any differ-
ence in treatment or any inequality between its own nationals
and aliens (in the absence of a treaty, equal treatment with
nationals is the most an alien can demand) and that the measure
in question is not in fact or in law directed against aliens gen-
erally or some aliens as such.24
This was in fact the conclusion reached by Kaeckenbeeck who in his
Hague lectures in 1937 stated that, aside from the rule of nondiscrimi-
nation, for violation of which the taking state makes itself guilty of
international delinquency, he failed to find any other positive standard
21. Fachiri, supra note 14.
22. Fischer Williams, International Law and the Property of Aliens, 9 BRIT. Y.B.
INT'L L. 1 (1928).
23. Id.
24. Quoted in Garcia Amador, (Fourth) Report on State Responsibility, [1959]
2 Y.B. INT'L L. COMM'N 17-18, U.N. Doc. A/CN. 417-18 (1959).
WINTER 1969]
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on the basis of which a claim for compensation can be pressed.25 The
view that under general international law equality of treatment is all
that an alien owner of property can claim has more recently been
espoused by Friedman"0 and Brierly.27
So far as state practice is concerned, the government of Mexico
on the occasion of Mexican agrarian reforms adopted this position,
thus refuting the United States allegation that foreign owners of
nationalized property were entitled to a minimum standard of justice
regardless of treatment accorded the nationals. The Mexican position
was expressed in the note of August 3, 1938, in which the Mexican
Minister of Foreign Affairs, referring to an earlier communication in
which the United States Government had claimed compensation for
American property affected by Mexican agrarian measures, stated:
The demand for unequal treatment is implicitly included in your
Government's note; for, while it is true that it does not so state
clearly, it does require the payment to its nationals independently
of what Mexico may decide to do with regard to her citizens; and
as your Government is not unaware that our Government finds
itself unable immediately to pay the indemnity to all affected by
the agrarian reform, by insisting on payment to American land-
holders, it demands in reality, a special privileged treatment which
no one is receiving in Mexico.2"
25. Kaeckenbeeck, La Protection Internationale des Droits Acquis, 59 RtcumL
DES COURs 321, 367 (1937). Kaeckenbeeck speaks of a minimum standard to which
states must conform. However, he refers to this standard in language which suggests
that it is still in the ought-to-be stage of its development. He writes:
Certes, on peut voir dans ce standard minimum le noyau d'un droit international
futur relatif A la r~sponsabilit6 des Etats envers des individus 6trangers. Mais
son elaboration devra se faire par les rappots graduels d'une jurisprudence inter-
nationale A la fois prudente et avis~e, empreinte 6galement de sens politique et
d'equit6, et douee d'une authorit6 incontest~e.
Tant que l'elaboration judiciare de ce droit fera presque entirement d6faut,
on devra rester tr~s sceptique A l'egard de toutes theories proclamant l'immunit6
detels ou tels droits A &tre supprim6s sans adequate compensation par la l6gislation
genrale d'un Etat."
(Certainly one can see in this minimum standard the nucleus of a future rule of
international law concerning the responsibility of States vis-a-vis aliens. But such
a rule can only develop through the gradual contributions of international case law
which is conservative, being aware of political as well as equitable considerations,
and at the same time endowed with incontestable authority.
As long as this judicial contribution is entirely missing, one must remain very
skeptical about all theories claiming immunity for such and such right from con-
fiscation without adequate compensation by the general legislation of a State.)
Id. at 376.
26. S. FRIEDMAN, EXPROPRIATION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 210 (1933).
27. J.L. BRIERLY, THE LAW op NATIONS 284-85 (6th ed. 1963). Commenting on
Sir John Fischer Williams' conclusions, Brierly writes:
[I]t is submitted that Sir John Fischer Williams is right in concluding that there
is not, nor is it desirable that there should be, any absolute rule forbidding the
taking of an alien's property by a state without compensation. The sanctity of
private property may be in general a sound maxim of legislative policy, but it is
difficult in these days to hold that it may in no circumstances be required to yield
to some higher public interest.
28. 1 DOCUMENTS ON AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1938-39, supra note 18, at 96.
[VOL. 14: p. 199
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Secretary Hull, answering the Mexican Minister in a note of August
23, 1938, asserted that the allegation made by Mexico would in fact
amount to saying
that it is wholly justifiable to deprive an individual of his liberty
if all other persons are equally deprived, and if no citizen is allowed
to escape. In this instant case it is contended that confiscation
is so justified. The proposition scarcely requires answer.2"
In the above note Secretary Hull seems to be subscribing to the
theory that the equality of treatment is not sufficient to relieve a state
from international responsibility which would arise if the taking is
not carried out in conformity with certain minimum standards of
justice as imposed by the law of nations. This theory seems to prevail
in both doctrine"0 and the practice of states.8 '
To sum up, the prevailing view in international law seems to be
that the expropriating state is under an international obligation to
afford some recovery to deprived aliens and that such obligation exists
independently of the treatment accorded the nationals of the expro-
priating state.
The major difficulty, however, arises when one comes to the
question of the amount of compensation and the time and form of its
payment. It is to this question that we now turn.
3. Adequate, Prompt, and Effective Compensation
In the controversy between the United States and Mexico over
the Mexican agrarian and oil expropriations the United States, accord-
29. Id. at 106. Secretary Hull further elaborated that the United States was not
seeking a privileged status for its nationals, as it was falsely assumed by the Govern-
ment of Mexico, but treatment in accordance with certain standards to which Mexicans
themselves were entitled under the Mexican Constitution. He added:
It is, of course, the privilege of a Mexican national to decline to assert such claims,
as it is the power of the Mexican Government to decline to give it effect: but such
action on the part of Mexico or her nationals cannot be construed to mean that
American nationals are claiming any position of privilege.Id.
30. L. CAVARL, LA PROTECTION DES DROITS CONTRACTUELs RECONNUS PAR
LS ETATS A L'ExcEPTION DES EMPRJNTS 102 (1956); Bindschedler, La Protection
de la Proprieti Privge en Droit International Public, 90 RZCUEIL DES COURS 179,
207-08 (1956) ; Borchard, The "Minimum Standard" of the Treatment of Aliens,
38 MICH. L. Rlv. 445 (1940) ; Herz, Expropriation of Foreign Property, 35 AM. J.
INT'L L. 243, 248 (1941) ; Kunz, Mexican Expropriations, 5 CONTtMP. L. PAMPHLETS
1, 31 (1940). See also the judicial precedents cited by Bindschedler, supra at 205-06.
31. In addition to the United States and Swiss positions, see the position of the
United Kingdom Government in the Finley case, 39 BRITISH AND FOREIGN STATE
PAPERS 410 (1850), involving the taking of private property of a British national
by the King of Greece. In connection with this case Lord Palmerston, the British
Foreign Minister, stated: "The British government can pay no attention to the argu-
ment that compensations equally inadequate has been accepted by natives or by subjects
of other states for similar injuries sustained by them." Quoted in CORNELL LAW
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ing to a formula which has now become famous, claimed payment of
adequate, prompt, and effective compensation. Secretary Hull, in his
note of April 3, 1940, to the Mexican Foreign Minister, stated the
point of view of his government in these terms: "[T]he right to
expropriate property is coupled with and conditioned on the obligation
to make adequate, effective and prompt compensation. '32 This same
principle guided the attitude of the United States toward expropria-
tion of American property in Guatemala"s and Cuba. 4
The orthodox requirements of adequacy, promptness, and effective-
ness represent the traditional measure of compensation for individual
expropriations. The United States Government in the above-quoted
communication and subsequent statements concerning compensation
was implying that the traditional criteria also apply in regard to
general and impersonal expropriations. 5 While it would seem an
exaggeration to say, as do some, that the great majority of inter-
national law commentators subscribe to the orthodox restrictions of
"adequate, prompt, and effective" compensation, it may safely be
asserted that a good many writers from Western countries would still
hold that the right of a state to take foreign property is conditioned
by its ability and readiness to pay adequate compensation promptly
and in an effective fashion,3 although some would qualify the require-
ment of promptness with a view to making it easier for the expro-
priating state to comply.3 7
32. Quoted in W.W. BISHOP, INTERNATIONAL LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 687
(1962).
33. See the United States note of August 28, 1953, concerning expropriation of
the property of the United Fruit Company by the Government of Guatemala in 29
DEP'T STATE BULL. 357 (1953).
34. Dep't of State Press Release No. 417, June 11, 1959, in 40 DEP'T STATE BULL.
958 (1959).
35. Mexico, however, dismissed this assertion. In its note of August 3, 1938, it
stated: "[T]here does not exist in international law any principle universally accepted
by countries, nor by the writers of treatises on this subject, that would render obliga-
tory the giving of adequate compensation for expropriations of a general and impersonal
character." Quoted in H. BRIGGS, THE LAW OF NATIONS 559 (1952).
36. P. ADRIAAS8, CONFISCATION IN PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW 6 (1956);
B.A. WORTLEY, supra note 5, at 124; Domke, supra note 10, at 603-08. See also the
report of the International Committee on Nationalization of the International Law
Association to the 48th session of the Association in which the Rapporteur stated that
in response to a detailed questionnaire the reply of "all members except those of
Professor Katzarov and Dr. Magarasevic agree that the taking of foreign property
obliges the taking State to pay adequate, prompt and effective compensation for such
property." The members of this Committee included: Bindschedler (Chairman),
Seidl-Hohenveldern (Rapporteur), Berezowski, Cheng, Hidenumi Egawa, Foighel,
Jansma, Paavokastari, Lauterpacht, Martin Luther, Magarasevic, Mario Miele, Roed,
Sandiford, Hifzi Timur, Hisao Ganaic. INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION, REPORT
OF' THE FORTY-EIGHTH CONFERENCE 187 (1959).
37. Hyde and Bindschedler, for instance, would see nothing wrong in deferred
payment provided adequate interest is paid. 1 C.C. HYDE, INTERNATIONAL LAW
CHIEFLY AS INTERPRETED AND APPLIED BY THE UNITED STATES 718-19 (1945) ; Bind-
schedler, supra note 30, at 251.
[VOL. 14: p. 199
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Some writers, however, maintaining the distinction between in-
dividual expropriations and those carried out in pursuance of a general
and impersonal legislation, have asserted that within the context of
the latter type the alien owner of property must satisfy himself with a
"partial" compensation which would take into account the resources
and paying capacity of the taking state." This was the position taken
by De La Pradelle in 1950 in his report to the Institut de Droit Inter-
national at Bienne where he maintained that the large-scale nationali-
zations entail only "une indemnit6 base sur les possibilitgs du dgbiteur
raisonnablement considres, dans un paiement echelonn6 sur un dglai
normal." 9 This view came under sharp attack from some other mem-
bers of the Institut including Bagge,4 ° Verzijl,4 ' and Wehberg,42 who
subscribed to the orthodox standards; while Rolin43 agreed with the
Rapporteur on the issue of partial compensation. Lauterpacht, writ-
ing in Oppenheim, has suggested that "in cases in which funda-
mental changes in the political system and economic structure of the
state or far-reaching social reforms entail interference, on a large-scale,
with private property .... [a] solution must be sought in the granting
of partial compensation.""
No international tribunal has ever passed on a case involving
extensive deprivations of the kind for which the above authorities
suggest a compromise in the form of "partial compensation." In the
Norwegian Shipowners' Claims4" case, the International Court of Arbi-
tration ruled that the claimant party was entitled to "just" compensa-
tion. In the Goldenberg Case,46 a Special Arbitral Tribunal found that
38. This group includes, among others, I. FoIGHEL, supra note 8, at 88; S. FRIED-
MAN, supra note 26, at 206; W.H. GOULD, AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL LAW
467 (1957) ; 1 P. GUGGENHEIM, supra note 11, at 334.
39. "[A]n indemnity based upon the debtor State's financial capacity, equitably
estimated, with payment spread over a reasonable length of time." 43 ANNUAIRi
INSTITUT DE DROTr INTERNATIONAL 20 (1950).
40. Id. at 75.
41. Id. at 101.
42. Id. at 111.
43. Dans la mesure ou la nationalisation atteint les biens des ressortissants
6trangers, l'Etat nationalisateur doit . . . assurer au dgpossed6, dans la mesure
de ses possibilitgs financi~res raisonnablement apprgciges, une indemnit6 propor-
tionee au prejudice subi, payable eventuellement par annuitgs.
(Insofar as the nationalization measure affects the assets of aliens, the nationalizing
State . . . to the extent of its paying capacity, reasonably estimated, must afford
the dispossessed [alien] an indemnity, in proportion to the loss sustained, which
could be paid in annual installments.)
Id. at 93.
44. 1 L. OPPENHEIM, supra note 12, at 318.
45. Norwegian Shipowners' Claims (Norway v. United States), 1 U.N.R.I.A.A.
307 (Perm. Ct. Arb. 1922).
46. Goldenberg Case (Germany v. Rumania) [1928], Ann. Dig. 542 (No. 369),
2 U.N.R.I.A.A. 901 (1928).
WINTER 1969]
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a requisition carried out by German authorities after the outbreak of
World War I was contrary to international law when, after a rea-
sonable time, the plaintiffs did not obtain full compensation. The
Permanent Court of International Justice (P.C.I.J.) in the Chorzow
Factory (Indemnity) Case4 7 judgment held that "the value of the
undertaking at the moment of dispossession plus interest to the day
of payment" constituted a "fair" measure of compensation for lawful
expropriations. As regards the requirement of "promptness," the in-
ternational courts have ruled that payment must be made "in due
time, '" or "within a reasonable time."' 49 It is well to remember that
these decisions were rendered in the context of individual expropria-
tions and their application to extensive takings, in the view of advocates
of partial compensation, would not be warranted.
B. Settlement of Claims Arising Under the
20th Century General Expropriations
It is now intended to examine the practice of states as embodied
in settlements of claims arising from 20th century expropriations with
a view to discovering whether it establishes a pattern of settlement which
may be useful to our consideration of more recent expropriation cases.
1. Soviet Expropriations
After the success of the Communist Revolution, Russia embarked
upon extensive nationalizations without acknowledging an obligation
to afford recovery for nationalized alien property. The Soviet action
occasioned protest from some 20 states which on February 13, 1918,
joined to declare the Soviet takings "without effect" as regards their
nationals. Three years later the delegates participating at the Brussels
Conference on Russia passed a resolution in which they asserted: "The
forcible expropriations and nationalizations without any compensation
or remuneration of property in which foreigners are interested is totally
at variance with the practice of civilised states."" ° Efforts to achieve
a settlement ended in complete failure with the result that no recovery
was afforded, while Western countries maintained their legal position
that Russia had made itself guilty of a breach of international law by
refusing compensation for the property taken.
47. Chorzow Factory (Indemnity) Case, [1928] P.C.I.J., ser. A, No. 17, at 47.
48. Norwegian Shipowners' Claims, 1 U.N.R.I.A.A. 307, at 329 (Perm. Ct.
Arb. 1922).
49. Portugal v. Germany, [1930] Ann. Dig. 150, 151, 2 U.N.R.I.A.A. 1035,
1036 (1930).
50. Quoted in B.A. WORTLEY, supra note 5, at 61.
[VOL. 14: p. 199208
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In point of time the next extensive expropriation occurred when
Mexico, implementing certain provisions of the Constitution of 1917,
expropriated American property interests for the purpose of its agrar-
ian reform."' Following voluminous diplomatic correspondence be-
tween Mexico and the United States an agreement was reached in
1941 whereby Mexico undertook to pay in annual installments a sum
exceeding $350 million in full satisfaction of all American claims aris-
ing under Mexican agrarian takings. In the meantime, the Govern-
ment of Mexico, pursuant to a decree of 1938, had proceeded to the
nationalization of oil properties in which British, American, and Dutch
interests were involved. American claims under the oil takings were
made the object of a settlement in 1942 whereby Mexico agreed to a
lump sum of about $24 million as against American claims totaling
$260 million.52 British and Dutch claims arising from oil nationaliza-
tion were not settled until 1946, when an agreement was concluded for
a compensation totaling $81.5 million to be paid in installments and
bearing interest at 3 percent from March 18, 1938, to September
18, 1948.53
3. Western Nationalizations
The French postwar nationalizations affected the Bank of France,
four commercial banks, 34 insurance companies, and coal, electricity,
and gas undertakings."4 In contrast to confiscation decrees carried out
for penal purposes without indemnity, the nationalizations proceeded
from the assumption that former owners were entitled to just com-
pensation." This does not mean, however, that orthodox prescrip-
tions were honored, as will appear from the following survey of
compensation decrees. For the Bank of France compensation was set
at a point between the liquidation value of the shares and their average
market price between September 1, 1944, and August 31, 1945.
The average price was calculated at 28,000 francs per share while
the normal liquidation value was first estimated at 70,000 francs
but later reduced to 44,000 francs "on the basis of an evaluating
procedure of dubious validity."56 In the case of the commercial banks,
51. For a comprehensive discussion of Mexican expropriations, see Kunz, Mexican
Expropriations, 5 CONTEMr. L. PAMPHLETS 1 (1940).
52. Dawson & Weston, "Prompt, Adequate and Effective": A Universal Standard
of Compensation?, 30 FORDHAM L. Rev. 727, 741 (1962).
53. Wortley, The Mexican Oil Dispute 1938-1946, 43 GROTIUS SOCIETY, TRANS-
ACTIONS COR THE YEAR 1957, at 32 (1957).
54. See generally M. EINAUDI, M. BY4 & E. Rossi, NATIONALIZATION IN FRANCS
AND ITALY (1955).
55. Id. at 119.
56. Id. at 40.
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compensation "was to be based on the average market value for the
period from September 1, 1944, to October 31, 1945, a period during
which the nationalization of the banks had become a certainty.'' 57
Compensations for electricity and gas enterprises were based on 1938
market value of the shares multiplied by 3.78 and 4.46, respectively.
In all instances, compensation was paid in the form of 50-year amorti-
zable bonds or stock. Summing up the French compensation provisions
Einaudi, Bye, and Rossi conclude:
[T] he French situation, as a result of political pressures and vari-
ables, fluctuates between the extremes of partial compensation due
to low valuations and inflation and of provisions which, if fully
applied in the case of electricity, might result in interest pay-
ments to the former owners higher than is warranted by their
present riskless status.58
Dawson and Weston point to French indemnity provisions as indica-
tive of "the difficulty of applying orthodox preferences even against
an economically-advanced depriving State."5 " It is true that France
subsequently entered into an agreement with Great Britain for a more
satisfactory compensation to British investors in the nationalized gas
and electricity industries. But even under this agreement, Schwarzen-
berger has estimated that the agreed compensation amounted to only
70 percent of the total British investments."
The British postwar nationalization legislation also carried pro-
visions for compensation. Here most commentators have agreed that
indemnity was paid on a more satisfactory basis." In most instances
shareholders in nationalized enterprises were provided with government
stocks representing the value of their shares on the stock exchange
for the first week of November, 1946. It will be noted that the desig-
nated date is after the nationalization provisions were known, and,
therefore, the market quotation of the shares during that period does
not reflect the actual value of the interests involved. It should, how-
ever, be added that in the case of the coal mines and communications,
provisions were made for lucrum cessans ;62 and for the Bank of Eng-
land compensation was made on a scale which is described by Friedman
57. Id.
58. Id. at 41.
59. Dawson & Weston, supra note 52, at 745.
60. Schwarzenberger, The Protection of British Property Abroad, 5 CURRENT
LGAL PROD. 295, 307 (1952).
61. S. FRIEDMAN, supra note 26, at 64; B.A. WORTL4Y, supra note 5, at 129. See
also Schmitthoff, The Nationalization of Basic Industries in Great Britain, 16 LAW &
CoN rMsP. PROD. 557 (1959). He holds that one of the important features of British
nationalization legislation "is its axiomatic insistence on the principle that compensa-
tion must be paid for assets transferred from private to national ownership." Id. at 566.
62. B.A. WORTLEY, supra note 5, at 130.
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as "generous." 63  Commenting on the British compensation terms,
Wortley states that they satisfy traditional requirements of adequacy. 4
Katzarov, however, would not agree with this conclusion. Referring
to the French and British situations, he observes: "The compensation
provisions in the nationalizations carried out after the 2nd World War
were designed to give impression of a fair compensation rather than
to realize it effectively." '65
Before concluding this consideration of Western practice, mention
must be made of a relatively recent development which has been inter-
preted by some as a change in the Western conception of private
property. Certain noncommunist states have modified their constitu-
tional requirements concerning compensation in a way that can be
described as departures from traditional constitutional protections sur-
rounding exercise of the sovereign right of eminent domain. Thus, the
Constitution of Colombia provides that
For reasons of public benefit or of social interest defined by the
lawmaker, there may be expropriation by judicial order and after
indemnification.
Nevertheless, the lawmaker, for reasons of equity, may specify
cases in which there shall be no occasion for indemnification, upon
the favorable vote of the absolute majority of the members of
both houses. 6
Article 14 of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany
stipulates that in case of expropriation "[t]he compensation shall be
determined upon just consideration of the public interests and of the
interests of the persons affected."6 7 Article 35 of the Portugese Con-
stitution, emphasizing the "social function" of private property, also
uses language which may be interpreted as warranting expropriation
without payment of full or prompt compensation.68
From these and other municipal developments certain writers
have inferred the emergence of a new conception of property69 which
as a general principle of law recognized by civilized nations must be
reflected in the international law of nationalizations.
63. S. FRIEDMAN, supra note 26, at 64.
64. B.A. WORTLEY, supra note 5, at 129.
65. K. KATZAROV, THEORIt DE NATIONALISATION 129 (1960). See also Cairns,
Some Legal Aspects of Compensation for Nationalized Assets, 16 LAW & CONT4MP.
PROD. 594, 618-19 (1951).
66. G.E. FITZGERALD, THE CONSTITUTIONS OF LATIN AMERICA 33 (1968).
67. 3 A.J. PEASLEE, CONSTITUTION or NATIONS 364 (rev. 3d ed. 1966).
68. Article 35 of the Portugese Constitution reads: "Property, capital and labor
have a social function in the field of economic co-operation and common interest, and
the law may determine the conditions of their use or exploitation in accordance with
the community aim in view." Id. at 734.
69. See, e.g., K. KATZAROV, supra note 65, at 442.
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4. Nationalizations in Eastern Europe
Following World War II, the countries of Eastern Europe em-
barked upon large-scale nationalization programs affecting rights and
properties of nationals of Western countries. The nationalizing states,
in most instances, recognized their obligation to compensate the de-
prived owners but due to circumstances arising from the war proved
unable to honor that obligation. The Western governments were sub-
sequently led to conclude with these states settlements which resulted
in payment of a lump sum in full satisfaction of claims arising under
nationalizations and some wartime measures. Significant features of
those agreements will be examined here.
Only three of these agreements resulted in the payment of com-
pensation in one single transaction ;70 but even then it may be said
that the orthodox requirement of promptness was not satisfied in that
the settlements were concluded years after the passing of nationaliza-
tion decrees. All the other lump-sum agreements provided for com-
pensation to be paid in installments spread over a considerable period,
in certain instances up to 20 years.
It is generally agreed that the amount of compensation in most
of these global settlements did not represent the full value of nation-
alized property.' White states, for instance, that figures applied by
the Foreign Compensation Commission, a body established in England
to administer lump-sum agreements, estimated the total value of British
claims against Yugoslavia at £25,120,582, whereas, under the agree-
ment with Yugoslavia, the United Kingdom Government settled for
only £4,500,000.2 The lump-sum compensation agreed upon with
Czechoslovakia and Poland also fell far below the full value of the
British property nationalized by those states.73  More recently, under
the United States-Rumanian agreement of March 30, 1960, the United
States Government, which had estimated the value of American prop-
erty and interests affected by various Rumanian measures as totaling
$84,729,291,"M satisfied itself with a lump sum of $24,526,370, in full
70. The United States-Yugoslavia agreement of July 19, 1948, in Bindschedler,
supra note 30, at 261; the Norway-Poland agreement of Dec. 23, 1955, in G. WHITE,
supra note 6, at 208-09; and the Sweden-Czechoslovalia agreement of Dec. 22, 1956,
in id.
71. See S. FRIDMAN, supra note 26, at 211; G. WHITE, supra note 6, at 210;
Dawson & Weston, supra note 52, at 742; Garcia Amador, supra note 24, at 22.
72. G. WHITE, supra note 6, at 210. For the Anglo-Yugoslav agreement, see
Moller, Compensation for British Owned Foreign Interests, in 44 GRoTIUs SOCIETY,
TRANSACTIONS FOR THE YEAR 1958-59, at 223, 225 (1959).
73. Dawson & Weston, supra note 52, at 744.
74. This figure was estimated by the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission. See
Christenson, The United States-Rumanian Claims Settlement Agreement of March
30, 1960, 55 AM. J. INT'L L. 617, 621 (1961).
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and final satisfaction of all American claims against that country.70
While it is open to question to what extent estimates advanced by
claimant states represented the full value of nationalized property, it is
submitted that in many cases the gulf between the estimated value
and the compensation actually agreed upon is so wide as to warrant
the conclusion that the requirement of adequacy was not met.
As to the criterion of "effectiveness," in most cases special
arrangements were made to enable the debtor state to discharge its
obligations in an effective manner. It should be noted that due to
special circumstances growing out of the war, the nationalizing states
were facing a shortage of foreign exchange which in many cases would
have made it impossible for them to discharge their obligations had
the creditor states not agreed to associate compensation with collateral
trade agreements under which the taking states were supplied with
new sources in foreign currency. In many instances, special arrange-
ments were made so that installments could be paid from the proceeds
of exports into the claimant state. Thus, in the agreement between
Switzerland and Yugoslavia of October 1, 1948, the compensation was
set at 78 million Swiss francs, most of which was to be paid by means
of a 5 percent deduction from the proceeds of Yugoslav exports into
Switzerland." In a similar fashion, payment of compensation for
British nationalized property under agreements with Yugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia, was made possible by the conclusion of collateral trade
agreements with these countries." Under the Trade and Financial
Agreement with Czechoslovakia, for instance, the United Kingdom
agreed to an annual import of £575,000 of Czech goods and advanced
loans to that country for industrial improvements. The July 1960
agreement between the United States and Poland also should be con-
sidered with reference to arrangements under which Poland received
$61 million in loans from the Export-Import Bank and was given the
privilege of buying farm produce from the United States at low prices.78
75. Id. at 622. Under the United States-Poland agreement of July, 1960, Poland
pledged to pay $40 million spread over 20 years in full settlement of United States
claims arising from Polish seizures, while the total value of United States property
affected by Polish nationalization had been estimated at several hundred million dollars.
N.Y. Times, July 17, 1960, at 1, col. 4.
76. Doman, Postwar Nationalization of Foreign Property in Europe, 48 COLUM.
L. Rev. 1125, 1151 (1948). Switzerland concluded on November 26, 1954, a similar
agreement with Bulgaria whereby the latter undertook to pay the lump sum of
7,500,000 Swiss francs, of which 2,500,000 francs were paid in cash and the remainder
was spread over a period of 10 years and payable by means of a 7 percent deduction
of Bulgarian export proceeds to Switzerland. Bindschedler, supra note 30, at 265-66.
77. G. WHITX, supra note 6, at 209-10.
78. N.Y. Times, July 22, 1960, at 1, col. 5.
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In still another group of agreements, compensation did not take
the form of money payments but delivery of specified quantities of
raw materials to the claimant state. An example of this type of settle-
ment is furnished by the Franco-Polish agreement of March 17, 1948,
whereby France accepted compensation in the form of specified quan-
tities of Polish coal to be delivered over a period of years. 9
The question of "effectiveness" did not arise in instances where
frozen assets belonging to the taking state or its nationals were found
to be in the possession of the claimant state and were applied by the
latter in satisfaction of its nationals' claims. Thus, the United States
claims arising from the Yugoslav measures were settled by an agree-
ment reached on July 19, 1948, whereby the United States undertook
to release $46,800,000 in Yugoslav gold in exchange for a lump sum
of $17 million payable within 45 days after the signing of the agree-
ment."o The United States was also in possession of frozen assets
belonging to Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumania or their nationals. Under
the International Claims Settlement Act of 1949, these assets were
liquidated in satisfaction of United States claims against those states
arising under 1947 peace treaties. However, the frozen assets proved
insufficient to cover American claims and subsequently the United
States Government entered into negotiations in 1960 with Rumania
and Bulgaria to achieve a more satisfactory settlement. Under the
agreement which evolved from negotiations with Rumania, compensa-
tion was set at $24,526,370, whereas Rumania's frozen assets amounted
to $22,026,370. Rumania agreed to supplement the frozen assets by
payment of $2,500,000 spread over a period of 4 years.8 '
Opinion varies as to what conclusions can be drawn from the
practice contained in the global agreements with the states of Eastern
Europe. Some have read into these global settlements a recognition
by the claimant states that the orthodox restrictions of "adequate,
prompt, and effective" compensation are not applicable to large-scale
expropriations. Dawson and Weston, after a survey of agreements
concerning claims arising from Mexican and postwar nationalizations,
interpret the practice embodied in these agreements as testifying to the
recognition by the claimant states "of the sui generis character of ex-
tensive deprivations," and emphasize, on the basis of this practice,
"[t]he need to abandon orthodoxy and seek alternative measures
through which all interests may be better protected. 8 2
79. Garcia Amador, supra note 24, at 22.
80. Doman, supra note 76, at 1151.
81. Dawson & Weston, supra note 52, at 743.
82. Id. at 749. See also K. KA",ROV, supra note 65, at 129.
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On the other hand, there are those who maintain that the lump-
sum compensations merely constitute compromise settlements to which
creditor states consented in view of exceptional circumstances growing
out of World War II, and that the practice embodied in these agree-
ments does not represent a repudiation of the established principles
governing compensation. Mr. John Stevenson spoke for this group of
commentators when he stated in 1960: "[T]he lump-sum settlements
following postwar nationalization programs of the Eastern European
countries were negotiated compromises and as such do not constitute
a departure from the traditional international law principle." 3 Similar
conclusions have been reached by Wortley,"4 Domke,8" and White. 6
It must, however, be noted that compensation short of orthodox
standards has by no means been limited to settlements with Eastern
European countries. As it appears from the above survey, countries
like France, Great Britain, and Mexico paid the dispossessed owners
of nationalized property compensation which falls below the orthodox
standards of adequacy. It was, furthermore, shown that in certain
noncommunist municipal legal systems, traditional restraints on the
exercise of the right of eminent domain have given place to provisions
authorizing the legislature to take private property, under certain cir-
cumstances, without payment of adequate compensation. In short, it
may be concluded that although there is still considerable doctrine for
the "adequate, prompt, and effective" proposition, in the practice of
states orthodoxy has given way to flexibility, at least insofar as general
and impersonal expropriations are concerned. This flexibility has also
been reflected in the attitude of the Communist countries which seem
to have moved away from the extreme position adopted by the Soviet
Union that there is no rule of international law compelling states to
pay compensation for "socialist" nationalizations. The Communist
countries of Eastern Europe have recognized the duty to compensate
not only in their practice as embodied in the settlements they concluded
with the Western States, but also in their nationalization laws.87
83. Reported in AMERICAN SOCIETY Or INTERNATIONAL LAW, PROCEEDINGS 112(1960).
84. Wortley, The Protection of Property Situated Abroad, 35 TUL. L. RV. 739,
765 (1961).
85. Domke, supra note 10, at 609.
86. G. WHITE, supra note 6, at 226, 237.
87. See the compensation provisions of the East European nationalizations in
Presidence du Conseil (France), Documentation Francaise, Notes et Etudes Docu-
inentaires, No. 1592, 8-9 (1952). For comment, see Doman, Compensation for
Nationalized Property in Post-War Europe, 3 INT'L L.Q. 323 (1950); Gutteridge,
Expropriation and Nationalization in Hungary, Bulgaria and Rumania, 1 INT'L &
CoMP. L.Q. 14 (1952).
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III. EXPROPRIATIONS IN IRAN, EGYPT, INDONESIA,
AND CUBA
A. Nationalization of the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company by the Government of Iran
On May 1, 1951, the Iranian Parliament passed the Oil Nationali-
zation Act, which nationalized the oil industry throughout the coun-
try."5 This action affected exclusively the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company
(A.I.O.C.) which had been in control of the oil industry in Southern
Iran under a concession granted in 1933.9 The United Kingdom
Government held a controlling -share in the A.I.O.C., although the
latter operated as a private corporation. °
1. Respective Positions of Iran and the United Kingdom
in Regard to Compensation
The Iranian compensation provisions were laid down in articles 2
and 3 of the Nationalization Act. Apparently following the precedent
set by Mexico, the Iranian legislature provided for 25 percent of the
net revenues derived from the nationalized industry to be set aside to
meet the claims of the A.I.O.C. arising out of the nationalization of its
enterprises in Iran. Article 3 directed the Mixed Board9 to investi-
gate the claims of both the government and the A.I.O.C. and report
its findings to Parliament for ratification. There was no indication
in the provisions of this article as to the nature and extent of Iranian
claims against the company, but subsequent statements by Iranian
officials intimated that the claims included income tax which Iran
should have received from the A.I.O.C. under its tax laws. 92 Nor
was it clear from the text of this law what standards would be applied
by the Mixed Board in assessing the amount of compensation. How-
ever, in its proposal of August 22, 1951, the Iranian Government came
more closely to grips with the issue and suggested three bases upon
88. Law of May 1, 1951, Nationalizing the Oil Industry in Iran, [1951], in
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, DOCUMENTS ON INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS 1951, 481-82 (1954) [hereinafter cited as DOCUMENTS ON INT'L AFFAIRS 1951].
89. The text of the 1933 concession appears in PAPERS RELATING TO FOREIGN
AFFAIRS (Great Britain), CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE PERSIAN GOVERNMENT, CMD. No. 8425, at 9 (1951).
90. ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, SURVEY OF INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS 1951, at 293 (1954).
91. The Mixed Board, composed of five Senators and five Deputies with the
Minister of Finance as Chairman, was established under the Act of May 1, 1951, to
implement the nationalization. DOCUMENTS ON INT'L AFFAIRS 1951, supra note 88,
at 482.
92. See Prime Minister Mossadegh's letter to Mr. Churchill, September 24, 1952,
in ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, DOCUMENTS ON INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS 1952, at 346 (1955) [hereinafter cited as DOCUMZNTS ON INT'L AFFAIRS 1952].
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which adjudication of the company's claims may proceed. The pro-
posal said:
The Iranian Government is prepared to settle that question [of
compensation] in any of the three following ways: (a) On the
basis of the quoted value of the shares of the Company prior to
the passage of the Oil Nationalization Law; (b) On the basis
of the procedures followed by other countries where industries
have been nationalized; (c) On any basis which would be mutually
satisfactory to both parties, having due regard to the counter-
claims of the Iranian Government."
It is essential to note at this point that the Iranian officials on
various occasions made it clear that in their view the claims of the
A.I.O.C. must be restricted to the physical assets of the company in
Iran and that under no circumstances was the company entitled to
compensation for loss of anticipated profits. 94
As to the manner of compensation it appears from the text of the
Nationalization Act that Iran was to pay compensation in install-
ments. 5 This was substantially the position that the Iranian Govern-
ment consistently maintained throughout the negotiations. Thus in
counterproposals submitted to Mr. Churchill in September 24, 1952,
Dr. Mossadegh, the Iranian Prime Minister, reiterated that in the
event the amount of compensation is agreed upon his government
would make arrangements to pay that amount "by installments." 9 6
On a later occasion the Iranian Premier stated that compensation will
be paid in the shortest period of time either from 25 percent of the
net revenues derived from the oil or by delivery of crude oil. 7
The British reaction to the Iranian proposals was that they failed
to satisfy the requirements of law concerning expropriation of property.
This view, however, was not reflected in the position of the United
Kingdom during the first phases of negotiations which followed the
oil nationalization largely because it was still hoped in London that
a compromise could be worked out with the Iranian Government for
associating the A.I.O.C. with the operations of the oil industry in
Southern Iran. It was in this spirit that the first British proposals
were formulated and submitted to the Iranian officials on August 13,
93. 6 U.N. SCOR, 560th meeting 25 (1951).
94. See, for example, Dr. Mossadegh's speech over the Tehran Radio, March 20,
1953, where he turned down the British proposals of January 20, 1953, primarily
because they included compensation for loss of business, in B. SHWADRAN, THE MIDDLF
EAST OIL AND THt GUAT POWERS 141 (2d ed. 1959).
95. Article 2.
96. DocuMeNTS ON INT'L ArFAIRS 1952, supra note 92, at 345.
97. See B. SHWADRAN, supra note 94, at 142.
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1951, by Mr. Stokes.9" The Stokes plan proposed the transfer by the
A.I.O.C. of all its installations, machinery, plants, and stores in Iran
to the National Iranian Oil Company (N.I.O.C.), a public corpora-
tion established by the Iranian Government to operate the nationalized
oil industry. A Purchasing Organization was to be set up to provide
an assured outlet for the Iranian oil and, to that end, to obtain a long
term contract with the N.I.O.C. for the purchase of large quantities of
crude oil and products. The question of compensation does not appear
to have received much attention. It was only stipulated that the
A.I.O.C. would transfer its assets to the N.I.O.C. "on favorable terms"
and that "the Purchasing Organization will buy the oil from the
N.I.O.C. . . . after allowing for the discount and for the costs of
making the oil available to the Purchasing Organization." 9 It was
only after the Stokes proposals were turned down and it became clear
to the United Kingdom Government that "the Persian Government
[was] in effect insisting on the full implementation of the nine-point
law of 1st May 1951 [the Nationalization Law]"'' 0 that the British
attitude stiffened and the United Kingdom began considering seriously
the matter of compensation.' 01
The views of the United Kingdom Government on compensation
were comprehensively developed in the memorial filed in October
1951 with the International Court of Justice (I.C.J.), 10 2 and it is to
this document that we now turn for the British position as to what
constituted adequate compensation in the instant case. Applying the
doctrine of "adequate, prompt, and effective" compensation to the
Nationalization Act, the memorial concluded that the Iranian measures
were of a "confiscatory" nature.' It was charged that the provisions
of article 2 cannot possibly meet the international standard of adequacy
of compensation. The memorial stated:
98. The text of the Stokes plan appears in Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Case-I.C.J.
Pleadings, Oral Arguments, Advisory Opinions and Orders 134 (1952) [hereinafter
cited as Pleadings].
99. Id. at 135.
100. Statement of the Foreign Office, August 23, 1951, id. at 136.
101. At this point in the dispute the United Kingdom began adopting economic
sanctions against Iran. On August 11, 1951, Sir Francis Shepherd, British Ambassador
to Iran, announced that financial and trading facilities for Iran were withdrawn and
licenses for scarce goods to Iran were revoked. See the British note of August 11,
1951, id. at 138-39.
102. See the text in Pleadings, supra note 98, at 101. On May 26, 1951, the United
Kingdom, making representations for the A.I.O.C., instituted proceedings before the
I.C.J. The British submission requested the court to declare that Iran "[was] not
entitled to refuse to submit the dispute between themselves and the A.I.O.C., limited,
to arbitration," and, alternatively, to declare that the implementation of the Nationali-
zation Act was contrary to international law. Id. at 12. The I.C.J. delivered its
final decision on July 22, 1952, finding that it lacked jurisdiction to entertain the
case. Report of Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders, Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.
Case, [1951] I.C.J.
103. Pleadings, supra note 98, at 101.
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It would seem . . . that the Iranian legislators thought that,
as a maximum, 25 percent of current revenue less expenses would
provide a fund adequate to provide for the compensation of the
Company. In no event could a fund constituted in this way pro-
duce adequate compensation.0
Moreover, the United Kingdom contended that the method of assess-
ing compensation, as spelled out in article 3 failed to establish "an
impartial judicial procedure by which the amount of compensation
should be assessed," 0 5 and with the two Houses of the Iranian Parlia-
ment and a Mixed Board itself composed of 10 members of the Parlia-
ment and the Minister of Finance as chairman "there is every reason
to fear that purely political considerations will govern the decision."'0 °
Summing up his arguments concerning the provisions of article 3, the
agent for the United Kingdom concluded: "Article 3 . . . gives every
reason to suppose that the procedure for compensation offers no guar-
antees either for its adequacy in amount, its promptness of payment
or its effectiveness.' 0 7
It should be noted that the United Kingdom went even further in
extending the liability of the Iranian Government beyond the require-
ment of "adequate, prompt, and effective" compensation which was
regarded to be the norm applicable only to cases where the property is
lawfully taken. Relying for this part of its argument upon the judg-
ment of the Permanent Court of International Justice (P.C.I.J.) in
the Chorzow Factory (Indemnity) Case,10 8 the agent for the United
Kingdom contended that the only lawful remedy for an action of the
kind taken by Iran is restitution in kind, or, if circumstances have
rendered specific performance impracticable, payment of compensation
representing the value which a restitution in kind would bear. It will
be noted that in the Chorzow Factory case the P.C.I.J. had to pass upon
the validity of an action by Poland expropriating German property;
and, finding that such action was in violation of Poland's international
obligations under the Geneva Convention, the court concluded that the
Polish taking constituted an unlawful expropriation for which the
proper remedy under international law was restitution in kind as dis-
tinguished from cases of lawful expropriation which merely gave rise
to an obligation for pecuniary compensation representing "the value
of the undertaking at the moment of dispossession, plus interest to the
day of payment."' '  In view of the relevance to the British argument
104. Id. at 109.
105. Id. at 108.
106. Id.
107. Id.
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of the distinction formulated by the court, it seems desirable to quote
here the pertinent portions of the Chorzow Factory judgment:
The action of Poland which the Court has judged to be con-
trary to the Geneva Convention is not an expropriation - to
render which lawful only the payment of fair compensation would
have been wanting; it is a seizure of property, rights and interests
which could not be expropriated even against compensation.
The essential principle contained in the actual notion of an
illegal act - a principle which seems to be established by inter-
national practice and in particular by the decisions of arbitral
tribunals - is that reparation must, as far as possible, wipe out
all the consequences of the illegal act and re-establish the situation
which would, in all probability, have existed if that act had not
been committed. Restitution in kind, or, if this is not possible,
payment of a sum corresponding to the value which would not be
covered by restitution in kind or payment in place of it - such
are the principles which should serve to determine the amount of
compensation due for an act contrary to international law."'
The Government of the United Kingdom submitted that the action
of the Iranian Government in nationalizing the oil was unlawful because
discriminatory'.. and in violation of agreements of an international
character to which Iran was a party." 2 In consequence, they reasoned
that the Iranian nationalization entailed liability of the kind laid down
by the P.C.I.J. in cases of unlawful expropriations, i.e., restoration of
the status quo ante or, if this is not possible, payment of a compensa-
tion representing the value which restitution in kind would bear.
Bringing these considerations to bear upon the extent of compensation
due the A.I.O.C. the memorial concluded:
[T]he compensation would have to cover the value of all the
property of the Company in Iran of which the Company has been
deprived as a result of the confiscation of this property by the
110. Id.
111. The right of states to expropriate private property is qualified by the undis-
puted requirement that expropriation must entail no discrimination against aliens.
For a discussion of the rule of nondiscrimination, see S. FRI4DMAN, supra note 26,
at 190; Herz, supra note 30, at 249; Fischer Williams, supra note 22, at 1. In the
proceedings before the I.C.J. the United Kingdom argued that the Oil Nationalization
Act constituted a case of discrimination because, despite the language used in the law,
it was actually directed exclusively against a particular foreign enterprise. Pleadings,
supra note 98, at 93.
112. The British Government submitted that the 1933 concession concluded between
Iran and the A.I.O.C., while a concessionary contract, was at the same time vested
with the character of a treaty between the United Kingdom and Iran. This submission
rested on the argument that the conclusion of the 1933 concession involved negotiations
between the two governments under the auspices of the League of Nations. Pleadings,
supra note 98, at 75-77. The I.C.J., however, dismissed the United Kingdom's sub-
mission, deciding that the 1933 concessionary agreement did not have the character of a
treaty. Reports of Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders, Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.
Case, [1951] I.C.J. 112.
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Iranian Government (this constituting the value of the investment
which the Company had made in Iran - damnum eknergens),
and in addition compensation for all the loss of prospective profits
which the Company had suffered (lucrum cessans). Under this
heading of loss of profits would be included not merely an estimate
of the profits which the Company had lost by the cessation of the
Iranian portion of its enterprise, but the loss which it had suffered
(including, if necessary, the extra expense in which it would be
involved) by reason of the fact that the non-Iranian portion of its
enterprise with which the Company is left would be an ill-balanced
truncated portion of what was designed to be a part of one balanced
whole and would, therefore, be far less valuable as a truncated
portion as compared with its value as part of a whole."'
The I.C.J. because of its decision that it lacked jurisdiction to
entertain the case was unable to pass on the merits with the result
that the question of the adequacy of the Iranian offer remained a
matter of legal uncertainty. Nor was it clearly determined whether the
A.I.O.C., as the United Kingdom claimed and Iran persistently denied,
was entitled to compensation for loss of business.
The United Kingdom's claims for compensation covering the
loss of prospective profits and the Iranian attitude in persistently deny-
ing it appear to have been the major stumbling block keeping the
parties from reaching agreement on the issues of compensation. The
manner and effectiveness of compensation did not loom large in the
dispute. It was earlier indicated that Iran proposed to pay compensa-
tion in installments. The United Kingdom was not opposed to this
arrangement provided that:
(a) the total amount to be paid is fixed promptly; (b) allowance
for interest for late payment is made; (c) the guarantees that
the future payments will in fact be made are satisfactory, so that
the person to be compensated may, if he so desires, raise the full
sum at once on the security of the future payments." 4
The claim for interest for deferred payment might have met with
some opposition in Iranian circles as nowhere in Iranian pronounce-
ments is found any provision for interest. But the negotiations with
the Mossadegh government never reached the point where the issue
of interest for deferred payment could be seriously considered. It is
interesting to note, however, that in a later proposal the British accepted
payment in installments spread over a period of 20 years without any
mention of interest." 5
113. Pleadings, supra note 98, at 117-18.
114. Id. at 106.
115. The proposal was submitted to the Iranian Government on January 20, 1953.
N.Y. Times, Mar. 21, 1953, at 6, col. 3.
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As regards effectiveness of compensation, the Iranian Govern-
ment proposed to pay either in hard currency or in delivery of oil.
It was common ground that compensation in the form of crude or
refined oil would be acceptable to the A.I.O.C., as Iranian oil was
needed in England for domestic consumption. And in fact in its
proposals of January 20, 1953, the United Kingdom agreed to pay-
ment either in sterling or delivery of oil.""
Another issue in the dispute which deserves mention is the ques-
tion of the forum for the determination of compensation. Originally,
the Government of Iran took the view that the oil nationalization fell
exclusively within the domestic jurisdiction of Iran and, in conse-
quence, only Iranian courts had competence to entertain claims and
counterclaims of the parties. 1 7 However, later in the course of negoti-
ations Iran agreed, in what was regarded in Iranian circles as a gesture
of compromise, to submit the issue to the I.C.J. but raised conditions
which if accepted would have had the effect of restricting the freedom
of the court in fixing the extent of compensation. Thus, in the Iranian
counterproposals of September 24, 1952, acceptance of the court's juris-
diction was coupled with the condition that the court will restrict its
award to the loss of physical assets by the company pursuant to the
Iranian action."'
2. Iran's Claims Against the A.I.O.C.
Next to the extent of compensation, the most outstanding issue
in the controversy over compensation was the question of claims
advanced by the Government of Iran against the A.I.O.C. Under
article 3 of the Nationalization Act, the Mixed Board was directed
to "investigate the lawful and rightful claims of the Government as
well as those of the Company,"' " and on subsequent occasions the
Government of Iran reiterated that in evaluating the amount of com-
pensation Iranian claims against the company must be taken into
account. In his letter of September 24, 1952, to Mr. Churchill, Dr.
Mossadegh dealt with the issue of the claims of his government in more
detail and proposed three alternative procedures "to be recognized
by the I.C.J. as fair and just for settling the parties' claims and used
by it as the basis for judgment."' 2 ° These were as follows:
116. Id.
117. See Dr. Mossadegh's statement to the representatives of the foreign press on
May 28, 1951, in A. FORD, TH4 ANGLO-IRANIAN OIL DISPUTE OP 1951-1952, at 59-60
(1954).
118. DOCUMENTS ON INT'L ArFAIRS 1952, supra note 92, at 349.
119. Id. at 481.
120. Id. at 345.
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a) Examination of claims of the two parties up to the date
of nationalization of the oil industry on the basis of the d'Arcy
agreement, with due regard to the calculation of income-tax which
the Iranian Government should have received in accordance with
the country's enacted laws.
b) Examination of claims of both parties from 1933 to the
end of 1947 on the basis of the invalid agreement and from the
beginning of 1948 to April 30, 1951, on the basis of the above-
mentioned invalid agreement and the Gass-Golshayan supplemen-
tary draft agreement' 2 ' which was agreed to and signed by the
former company but which both Houses of the Iranian Parliament
did not consider adequate for obtaining the Iranian nation's rights.
c) Examination of the claims of both parties on the basis
of the fairest concession agreements of the oil-producing countries
in the world, where the cost of producing oil, according to that
concession, is not cheaper than the cost of producing Iranian oil
during a corresponding period.1 22
The Iranian proposal emphasized in connection with each alternative
procedure that claims to be settled are restricted to those up to the date
of the oil nationalization, thus ruling out the claims of the company
relating to the period subsequent to the Iranian action. This restric-
tion was not acceptable to the United Kingdom, which in a note of
October 14, 1952, stated: "The International Court of Justice should
be asked to consider all claims and counter-claims of both parties with-
out limitation ... 12
It appears from the last-quoted passage that the United Kingdom
had no objection to Iran's presenting claims of its own to the I.C.J.
However, disagreement developed over the content of such claims.
Although the extent and nature of Iranian claims were never clearly
defined, examination of statements and communications issued by
Iranian officials reveals two categories of claims.
The first category included taxes, dividends, and royalties due to
Iran in the amount of £49 million which Iran claimed was shown on
the A.I.O.C.'s balance sheet for 1950. In his letter of September 24,
1952, Dr. Mossadegh insisted that this sum must be paid immediately
and prior to reference to the I.C.J."4 This claim seems to represent
the sum which would have become due to Iran had the Gass-Golshayan
121. The text of the Gass-Golshayan Agreement, July 17, 1949, appears in Plead-
ings, supra note 98, at 274.
122. DOcuMENTS ON INT'L ArFAIRS 1952, supra note 92, at 345-46 (footnote added).
123. This proposal suggested that the dispute be submitted to international arbitra-
tion and indicated that as soon as the Iranian Government agreed to the proposal,
arrangements would be made for the movement of oil already stored in Iran, and the
United Kingdom would move to relax restrictions on exports to Iran. See the text
in id. at 349.
124. Id. at 346.
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Agreement entered into force. That Agreement - popularly known
as the Supplemental Agreement - was concluded between Iran and
the A.I.O.C. on July 17, 1949, in response to Iranian demands for
revision of the royalty system of the 1933 concession agreement. The
sum of £49 million represented the additional financial benefits which
under the revised system would have accrued to Iran. However, the
agreement failed of ratification in the Majlis (the lower House of the
Iranian Parliament). The Mossadegh government, in insisting upon
payment of the sum as a condition for reference to the I.C.J., was
apparently implying that certain provisions of the Supplemental Agree-
ment instead of creating new rights or obligations simply recorded
obligations incumbent upon the A.I.O.C. by virtue of the 1933 con-
cession. In consequence, failure of the Majlis to ratify the Supple-
mental Agreement did not wipe out obligations which existed prior
to and independent from that agreement and continued to be binding
upon the A.I.O.C. despite the fact that the Agreement never entered
into force. If this were the Iranian contention, it does not seem to be
substantiated by the language in the Supplemental Agreement which
clearly stated that the provisions in the Agreement were intended as
modification of certain terms of the 1933 concession. The preamble
to the Supplemental Agreement announced that the parties
have... agreed that in view of the changes in economic conditions
brought about by the World War of 1939-1945 the financial
benefits accruing to the Government under the Principal Agree-
ment should be increased to the extent and in the manner herein-
after appearing. 125
In achievement of this objective the Agreement increased the royalty
payable to the Iranian Government from 4 to 6 shillings per ton
(clause 3), raised Iran's share in the general reserve, and guaranteed
a minimum payment of £4 million in respect to allocations to the gen-
eral reserve (clause 5). Clause 6 provided that the "payments to be
made by the Company under clauses 4 and 5 of this Agreement shall
be in lieu of and in substitution for" the payments under comparable
provisions of the 1933 concession. In short, there is nothing in the
tenor or the provisions of the Agreement to suggest that it was in-
tended to clarify the rights and obligations of the parties under the
1933 concession. On the contrary, the immediate background to the
negotiations resulting in the Agreement indicates that it was concluded
with a view to changing the royalty formula as established by the con-
cession of 1933.126
125. Reprinted in Pleadings, supra note 98, at 274.
126. A. FORD, supra note 117, at 48.
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In advancing claims to the sums accruing to Iran under the
Supplemental Agreement, Dr. Mossadegh, however, pointed out that
his government was prepared to regard that sum as a temporary
estimate of the amount due and should the I.C.J. find that Iran was
not entitled to all the amount or any part of it, the "sums received in
this connexion will be regarded as the Iranian Government's debt to
the former oil company and will be settled without delay by delivery
of oil."' 27 The British reply denied that Iran had any right to the £49
million independently from the Supplemental Agreement and stated
that the United Kingdom was not disposed to entertain any such claim
in view of the failure of Iran to ratify that Agreement.'28
The second category of Iranian claims included demands for
damages suffered as a result of direct and indirect activities of the
A.I.O.C. in order to prevent the sale of Iranian oil.' 29 As a background
to this claim it must be noted that in September of 1951 the A.I.O.C.'s
headquarters in London issued a warning that "[s]hould . . . any
concerns or individuals enter into transactions with the Iranian Govern-
ment in regard to the oil products concerned, they are warned that this
Company will take all such action as may be necessary to protect
its rights in any country."'8 ° Subsequent to this announcement the
A.I.O.C. instituted actions in Aden,' Rome,1 2 and Tokyo' to re-
cover oil sold by the Iranian Government. The Supreme Court of the
Colony of Aden gave judgment for the company, while the courts
of Rome and Tokyo found in favor of the defendants. In one instance
also the A.I.O.C. received payment for oil sold by Iran to the cargo
vessel "Issa Vigo." 13 4  At the same time the British Government
brought pressure to bear upon foreign governments in order to dis-
courage the sale of Iranian oil to interested purchasers. Assurances to
that effect were secured from the Italian, 13 5 Swiss, 1 36 and Japanese8 7
Governments. The British note of October 14, 1952, however, denied
any liability for damages resulting to Iran from activities of the kind
described here. The note stated:
127. DOCUMENTS ON INT'L AFFAIRS 1952, supra note 92, at 346.
128. Id. at 350.
129. Id. at 346.
130. Wall Street Journal, Sept. 14, 1951, at 3, col. 4.
131. Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. Jaffrate, 20 I.L.R. 316 (Supreme Court, Aden, 1953).
132. Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. S.U.P.O.R. Co. (Unione Petrolifera per l'Oriente,
S.P.A.), 22 I.L.R. 19 (Ct. of Venice, Italy, 1953); Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. S.U.P.O.R.
Co. (Unione Petrolifera per l'Oriente, S.P.A.), 22 I.L.R. 23 (Civ. Ct., Rome, Italy,
1954).
133. Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. Idemitsu Kosan Kabushiki Kaisha, 20 I.L.R. 305
(Dist. Ct., Tokyo, Japan, 1953), aff'd, 20 I.L.R. 312 (High Ct., Tokyo, Japan, 1953).
134. A. FORD, supra note 117, at 303, n.52.
135. N.Y. Times, June 14, 1952, at 3, col. 5.
136. Id.
137. N.Y. Times, May 10, 1953, at 4, col. 1.
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Her Majesty's Government cannot admit that Persia has any
claim against the A.I.O.C. in respect of Persia's failure to sell oil
abroad. The A.I.O.C. have merely exercised their legal rights in
regard to oil they regard as theirs, an attitude in which they have
the full support of Her Majesty's Government, and they have
declared their intention of defending those rights throughout the
world."8
3. Summary of the Respective Positions of the United
Kingdom and Iran in Regard to Compensation
From the foregoing paragraphs, it appears that the United King-
dom and Iran disagreed as to the extent of compensation to be paid
by Iran for the loss sustained by the A.I.O.C. as a result of the oil
nationalization. The Iranian Government took the view that the pro-
visions of the Nationalization Act provided an adequate basis for
compensation, whereas the United Kingdom, applying the orthodox
doctrine of "adequate, prompt, and effective" compensation, rejected
those provisions as inadequate and arbitrary. The United Kingdom
also claimed compensation for loss of business resulting from the uni-
lateral cancellation of the 1933 concession by Iran. This conclusion
was reached on the basis of legal arguments purporting to show that
the Iranian action was illegal under international law and, therefore,
entailed liability for compensation for loss of business as well as ex-
propriated assets of the A.I.O.C. in Iran. The Iranian Government,
on the other hand, regarded the nationalization as a lawful exercise of
its sovereign right and offered to compensate the A.I.O.C. only for
its physical assets. There was also considerable disagreement in regard
to claims advanced by Iran against the A.I.O.C.
As to the forum for the determination of compensation, the
original Iranian position was that only Iranian courts were competent
to pass on claims and counterclaims of the parties. Later in the negoti-
ations, Iran agreed to submit the claims to the I.C.J. for adjudication
but set conditions upon which the court's award should be based, thus
restricting the freedom of the court in assessing the compensation.
The parties to the dispute seem to have agreed that compensation
could be paid in installments and in the form of delivery of oil. The
United Kingdom at one time claimed interest for late payment, but
negotiations never developed to the point where the issue of interest
could be seriously considered. This remained in substance the posi-
tions of the parties until the fall of the Mossadegh government in
August 1953.
138. DocuMENTS ON INT'L AFVAIRS 1952, supra note 92, at 350.
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4. Iranian Compensation Provisions Before Foreign Courts
The I.C.J. ruled that it lacked jurisdiction in the action brought
by the United Kingdom with the result that we are left with no guid-
ance from that tribunal as to the adequacy of the Iranian provisions.
But, as indicated earlier, the oil nationalization gave rise to a number
of cases decided by foreign courts. It is interesting to consider here
the relevant portions of those judgments.
These cases involved actions brought by the A.I.O.C. to recover
oil sold by the Government of Iran subsequent to the nationalization.
The company claimed ownership of the oil on the ground that, inter
alia, the Iranian action violated the norms of international law govern-
ing compensation. This submission prevailed with the Supreme Court
of the Colony of Aden which held the Iranian legislation to be confis-
catory.'l 9 After quoting article 2 of the Iranian Nationalization Act
of May 1, the Aden court objected that it was so loosely drawn that
it did not actually amount to an offer to pay compensation. In the
opinion of the court, the provision of article 2 consisted "of no more
than a suggestion that at some future time the matter of compensation
may be considered and it gives the Government power to deposit in
a Bank a proportion of the future profits of the expropriated business
against that contingency.' 140 And, commenting on article 3 of the same
Act, Judge Campbell wrote:
I cannot see that this is really any advance over the previous
Article. It says that a Committee of Senators and Deputies shall
go into the question of compensation. But the plaintiffs would
have no rights even if the Committee found they were entitled
to compensation. For the approval of the House of Parliament
is then necessary. They might approve: but they might not.' 4 '
The court further said that a fair test to decide whether the Iranian
offer amounted to a satisfactory compensation is to ask whether the
plaintiffs "would be any worse off if the Articles had been omitted.' 42
The answer was found to be "clearly no.' 43
Concluding his findings on the question of compensation, Judge
Campbell asserted:
In discussing what is meant by the word "compensation" in rela-
tion to international law it has sometimes been said that it must be
"adequate, effective and prompt." The question of adequacy may
often be difficult for a court to decide and no doubt this has caused
139. Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. Jaffrate, 20 I.L.R. 316 (Supreme Court, Aden, 1953).
140. Id. at 321.
141. Id. at 321-22.
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and will cause considerable trouble in other cases in dealing
with the extra-territorial effect of foreign nationalisation. But
here I can only find to be true the plaintiffs' contention that ex-
propriation has taken place without any compensation and that this
is confiscation. 1 44
It appears from the language quoted above that the court evaded the
question of whether compensation must be "adequate, prompt, and
effective" by basing its finding on the alternative ground that the
Iranian compensation provisions were so illusory as to make an in-
quiry into the question of applicability in international law of the
"adequate, prompt, and effective" proposition unnecessary.
The District Court of Tokyo, also applying the standards of
international law, reached different results. In Anglo-Iranian Oil
Co. v. Idemitsu Kosan Kabushiki Kaisha,"4' the court recognized
"that the principle that expropriation of foreign rights and interests
should be accompanied by just and immediate compensation is a rea-
sonable principle,' 46 but upon examination of the pertinent provisions
of the Iranian Law decided that these requirements were met and the
A.I.O.C.'s claim that "the Nationalization Law is invalid because it is
a confiscation law which does not provide for compensation' 47 is
unwarranted. The court, observing "that in the Nationalization Law
no amount, manner or time of payment of compensation is laid down,
and there is no evidence that any compensation has actually been
paid,"' 48 recognized that the standards established by international law
if applied strictly would lead to the conclusion that "there has been no
immediate compensation in this case.' 1 49 But this, in the judgment of
the court, was justified because "the vastness of the rights and interests
expropriated, the complexity and diversity of the interests involved,
the extreme difficulty of the final assessment of compensation and the
difficulty of prompt payment in the present case are unprecedented."' 5
Thus the court accepted the principles of "just" and "immediate"
compensation as "reasonable" but recognized that such principles need
not be strictly applied in cases where expropriation involves such vast
and complex interests as to make assessment and prompt payment of
compensation difficult. The court was, moreover, satisfied that the
terms of the Act "indicate that the applicants can claim compensation"
and that the Government of Iran has shown its good faith by opening
144. Id.
145. 20 I.L.R. 305 (Dist. Ct., Tokyo, Japan, 1953).
146. Id. at 310.
147. Id. at 311.
148. Id. at 310.
149. Id.
150. Id. at 310-11.
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a deposit account with the Bank Milli in conformity with article 2 of
the Nationalization Act.'
On appeal, the High Court of Tokyo upheld the decision of the
District Court but on somewhat different grounds. It accepted that:
There is an established principle of international law that in
the event of a violent social reform or revolution in a State, whether
or not the property of the nationals of that State is confiscated,
property belonging to foreign nationals can only be expropriated
with compensation; it cannot be confiscated. Moreover, such com-
pensation must be "adequate, efficient and immediate compensa-
tion." This has been confirmed by the practice of many States,
by precedents, and by the writings of acknowledged authorities."5 2
But
in view of the fact that the Nationalization Law is not a com-
pletely confiscatory law, contrary to the rights and interests of
foreign nationals, but a law of expropriation subject to payment of
compensation, the Court feels bound to hold that it cannot try the
validity or invalidity of such a law by examining the compensa-
tion and seeing whether or not it is "adequate, effective and
immediate."'"
Thus the court subscribed to the orthodox requirement of adequacy,
promptness, and effectiveness but declined to test the Iranian legisla-
tion against those standards, apparently on the theory that, as a matter
of international comity, Japanese courts are foreclosed from examining
the validity of a foreign expropriation insofar as that legislation is not
"completely confiscatory" or "contrary to the rights and interests of
foreign nationals."
In Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. S.U.P.O.R. Co.," 4 the Civil Court
of Rome found the Iranian compensation offer as embodied in the
Nationalization Act adequate enough to make the Iranian nationali-
zation lawful under both international law and the forum's public policy.
The court said:
[I]t is not required either by our law or by the generally accepted
provisions of international law that the quantum of the compensa-
tion must appear actually equivalent to the value of the property
forming the subject of the expropriation, that is to say, it is
enough that there is some compensation for the expropriation
to be lawful.
Dissentient opinions among writers who endeavour to main-
tain the necessity of payment of compensation equivalent to the
151. Id. at 310.
152. Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. v. Idemitsu Kosan Kabushiki Kaisha, 20 I.L.R. 312,
313 (High Ct., Tokyo, Japan, 1953).
153. Id.
154. 22 I.L.R. 23 (Civ. Ct., Rome, Italy, 1954).
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value of the property, have not found much support, so that only
in cases where the compensation is purely fictitious, illusory and
non-existent can the expropriation be deemed to be unlawful. 155
5. The Consortium Agreement of 1954
Following the fall of Dr. Mossadegh in August 1953, negotiations
reopened between the United Kingdom and Iran for settlement of dif-
ferences arising from the Iranian nationalization of the A.I.O.C."'
The first round of talks led to an agreement between the A.I.O.C.
and seven American, Dutch, and British oil companies joining together
in a consortium for the purpose of restoring the flow of Iranian oil
to the world market. Following this agreement negotiations proceeded
on three levels: between the Iranian Government and the A.I.O.C.;
between the Iranian Government and the consortium; and among the
eight companies forming the consortium. The outcome of these talks
was the Consortium Agreement of September 14, 1954, which consists
of two parts.'57 Part I signed between the Iranian Government and
the consortium establishes rules for the operation of the oil industry.
Part II was concluded between Iran and the A.I.O.C. and embodies
settlement of claims arising from the oil nationalization and is, there-
fore, of special interest to this study. The provisions of part I will be
considered here only to the extent that they cast light on the question
of compensation. In addition, an agreement was signed between con-
sortium members themselves which is essential for purposes of this
study because it presumably provided for compensation to the A.I.O.C.
for loss of anticipated profits. Although the details of this agreement
have not been disclosed, some statements issued by top British officials
indicate something of the measure of compensation embodied in that
document. Following analysis of the relevant provisions of these docu-
ments, an attempt will be made to test the terms of compensation in the
light of the doctrine of "adequate, prompt, and effective" compensation.
Part I of the Consortium Agreement sets up two operating com-
panies to be incorporated under the laws of the Netherlands and regis-
tered in Iran. One of these companies deals with exploration and
production of crude oil, the other with refining (article 3).' The
Agreement stipulates that the operating companies will carry on the
basic operations "in behalf of Iran and the National Iranian Oil Com-
pany" (article 4). The Agreement also sets up a number of trading
155. Id. at 36.
156. For an account of the events following Dr. Mossadegh's fall and leading up
to the signing of the Consortium Agreement, see L.P. ELWtLL-SUTTON, PERSIAN OIL,
A STUDY IN POWtR POLITICs 309 (1955).
157. For the text of the Consortium Agreement of September 14, 1954, see National
Iranian Oil Co., The Enabling Act and the Oil and Gas Agreement 4 (1954).
158. Id. at 9.
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companies to purchase crude oil from the N.I.O.C. at the rate of 12%
percent of the applicable posted price of such oil (articles 22 and 23). 1"9
In other words, one-eighth of the gross income, representing one-
fourth of the net income, from crude oil will accrue to the N.I.O.C.
in the way of royalties (although the term "royalty" is carefully
avoided).6 Furthermore, the operating companies are subject to
Iranian income tax laws which for purposes of the Agreement were
frozen as they stood at the date of the conclusion of the Agreement.
Under provisions of those laws, income in excess of $25,000 is tax-
able at the rate of 50 percent; while payments made by oil com-
panies as "stated payment" are deductible from income tax payable to
the government.' Thus Iran will receive payments under two head-
ings: (1) income tax at the rate of 50 percent; (2) one-fourth of the
net income from the oil business. However, payments to the govern-
ment will never exceed 50 percent of the total income from oil inas-
much as payments under the second heading are deductible from taxes
payable under the first.' 62 The effect of the above provisions is to
establish a 50:50 profit-sharing system, thereby bringing the rate into
accord with what prevails in other oil-producing countries in the
Middle East.
In connection with part I of the Consortium Agreement, mention
should be made of a provision which indirectly benefits the A.I.O.C.
Under the terms of article 6-D in part I, operating companies are
allowed to include over a period of 10 years in their operating costs
a total sum of £67 million. The effect of this article is to reduce the
income from which taxes are to be paid. 6 '
As regards compensation for physical assets of the A.I.O.C.,
part II, signed between Iran and the company, provides that Iran will
pay the sum of £25 million in 10 equal annual installments "in full
and final settlement of all claims, and counter-claims by Iran and the
N.I.O.C., on the one hand, and the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company,
Limited, on the other.' 1 64 This sum was arrived at after offsetting
the claims of Iran in the amount of £51 million against the company's
claims for compensation. Installment payments were to begin on
January 1, 1957, and carried no interest for late payment.
159. Id. at 37-39.
160. The agreement says "stated payment." Id.
161. Article 35 of the Iranian Income Tax Law, id. at 74.
162. It has been suggested that this complicated system of payment was adopted
in view of the United States income tax laws under which taxes paid by American
companies abroad are deductible while royalties are not. Farmanfarma, The Oil
Agreement Between Iran and the International Oil Consortium: The Law Controlling,
34 TsxAs L. REv. 259, 267 (1955).
163. National Iranian Oil Co., supra note 157, at 17.
164. Id. at 70.
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In addition to the compensation settlement negotiated with Iran,
the A.I.O.C. concluded an agreement with other consortium com-
panies under which the A.I.O.C. was to retain a 40 percent interest
in oil and receive payments totaling £214 million from other members
of the consortium for their share in the operations of the oil industry.'65
The foregoing paragraphs outlined the terms of compensation
afforded the A.I.O.C. under various agreements concluded for the
settlement of the oil dispute. It is now proposed to examine those
provisions to see whether they constituted full compensation in accord-
ance with orthodox standards.
The A.I.O.C. received compensation in the amount of £25 million
for its physical assets. It has been said that this sum "bears no rela-
tion to the value of the company's total assets in Iran."' 66 It should
be noted, however, that the sum of £25 million was reached after
offsetting the claims of Iran estimated at £51 million. Assuming that
the claims of Iran represented debts actually owed by the company, it
appears that indemnity for physical assets of the company added up
to £76 million. As to compensation for loss of anticipated profits, the
A.I.O.C. retains a 40 percent interest in the consortium operations
and stands to receive payments in the amount of £214 million from
other companies for their share in oil operations.
The total value of the refinery in Abadan was estimated at £300
to £500 million.167 Tested against these valuations, it seems that pay-
ments to the company, adding up to some £290 million plus a 40
percent interest in future operations, constituted adequate and effective
compensation. Moreover, an additional compensation is indirectly
afforded the A.I.O.C. under the terms of article 6-D in part I which
authorizes the consortium companies to include over a period of years
in their operating costs a total sum of £67 million, thereby consider-
ably reducing the taxable income of the consortium companies. Exactly
what proportion of profits thus realized by the consortium will accrue
to the A.I.O.C. cannot be established in view of the private nature of
the profit-sharing system within the consortium.
One may raise doubt as to whether the requirement of promptness
was met since payment was to be made in installments free of interest.
It is possible that the adequacy of compensation was a major considera-
tion in the company's decision not to press for interest.
165. ROYAL INSTITUTE Olt INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, SURVEY O INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS 1951, at 222 (1957).
166. ECONOMIST (London), Aug. 7, 1959, at 461.
167. This was the estimate given by Mr. Rasmara, then Premier of Iran, in a report
of March 3, 1951, to the Special Oil Committee of Majlis. Cheng, Anglo-Iranian
Dispute, 5 WORLD AFFAIRS (New Series) 387, 388 (1951).
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In evaluating the terms of the settlement mention must also be
made of the benefits acquired by Iran under the system established by
the Consortium Agreement. First, a 50:50 profit-sharing rate was
adopted which, as far as Iran is concerned, is an improvement over
the system established by the 1933 concession. Second, claims of Iran
were recognized and estimated at £51 million in lieu of the £49 million
originally claimed by the Iranian Government. Throughout the negoti-
ations with Dr. Mossadegh, the United Kingdom persistently denied
these claims. Its recognition, therefore, represents a concession on the
part of the United Kingdom.
B. Nationalization of the Suez Canal Company by
the Government of Egypt
On July 26, 1956, President Nasser in a speech delivered at
Alexandria announced the nationalization of the Suez Canal Com-
pany (S.C.C.).168 This action came a few days after the Government
of the United States, followed by Great Britain, withdrew its offer
of financial assistance to Egypt for the building of a dam at Aswan.'69
It was estimated that on the eve of the nationalization, the British
Government held 44 percent of the S.C.C.'s shares, while 79 percent of
the remaining shares were controlled by French nationals. 7° Although
the Suez crisis centered primarily around the question of freedom
of navigation through the canal, which issue eventually precipitated
the Israeli-Franco-British invasion of Egypt, the present inquiry will
limit itself to the controversy between the Egyptian Government and
the S.C.C. over the question of compensation.
1. Egyptian Compensation Offer for the
Nationalization of the S.C.C.
The Egyptian Nationalization Law of July 26, 1956, provided for
compensation in the following terms:
Shareholders and holders of constituent part shares shall be com-
pensated in accordance to the value of the shares on the Paris
Stock Market on the day preceding the enforcement of this law.
168. ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, DOCUMENTS ON INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS 1956, at 77 (1959) [hereinafter cited as DOCUMENTS ON INT'L AFFAIRS 1956].
169. The United States Government announced the withdrawal of the offer of
assistance to Egypt on July 19, 1956. U.S. Dep't of State Press Release No. 401 (July
19, 1956). Great Britain's withdrawal was announced on July 20, 1956. N.Y. Times,
July 21, 1956, at 1, col. 1.
170. 1 Suez Canal Co., La Compagnie Universelle de Suez et la D~cision du
Gouvernement Egyptien 64 (1956).
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Payment of compensation shall take place immediately after
the State receives all the assets and property of nationalized
company. 171
The compensation as provided by the Law was estimated by the
British authorities to amount to £70 million.1 2  It appears from the
text of the Law that Egypt was to pay the compensation in cash
provided she "receives all the assets and property of the nationalized
company." The latter condition is worthy of note since under the
Nationalization Law the Government of Egypt claimed ownership of
assets situated outside Egyptian territory. That legislation provided:
"The money and property of the nationalized company in Egypt and
abroad are frozen. Banks, organizations and individuals are prohibited
from disposing of same in any manner except by order of board men-
tioned in Article 2.' ' 17 ' Few states were disposed to entertain the
Egyptian claims to assets outside Egypt inasmuch as compliance with
this provision would have amounted to giving extraterritorial effects
to a foreign act of nationalization contrary to prevailing international
practice. 1 4
Two other features of the above provisions must be noted. First,
compensation under the above provisions was to be paid directly to
shareholders and not to the S.C.C., which from the Egyptian point
of view had lost its standing by virtue of the nationalization. In the
second place, the Egyptian Law restricted payment to shareholders
and holders of constituent shares, thus excluding owners of parts civiles
(common shares)' 75 from compensation.
The only substantial change in the Egyptian position occurred
on April 24, 1957, when the Government of Egypt, in connection with
a unilateral declaration deposited with the Secretary General of the
United Nations, offered to submit the matter to international arbitra-
tion. The declaration said: "The question of compensation and claims
171. Law of July 26, 1956, Official Gazette [1956], No. 60 (Egypt).
172. Statement by Prime Minister Eden on August 8, 1956, in DOCUMENTS ON
INT'L AFFAIRS 1956, supra note 168, at 160.
173. Law of July 26, 1956, Official Gazette [1956], No. 60 (Egypt).
174. It is generally recognized that expropriations cannot operate extraterritorially
to affect the status of property located outside the territory of the expropriating state.Some municipal courts, however, have given such effect to foreign expropriatorydecrees. See generally Seidl-Hohenvelden, Extraterritorial Effects of Confiscations
and Expropriations, 49 MICH. L. Rtv. 851 (1951).
175. Egypt was entitled to 15 percent of the net profits of the company. On March21, 1880, Egypt undertook to sell her share in the company to the Credit Foncier deFrance. The latter transferred the right to the "Soci~t6 Civile pour le recouvrement
de 15% des produits nets de la Compagnie Universelle du Canal Maritime de Suez
attribu~s au gouvernement 6gyptien," which in turn issued 85,507 parts civiles.Focsaneanu, L'Accord Ayant pour Objet l'Indemnisation de la Compaignie de SuezNationalisie par l'lgypte, 5 ANNUAIRE FRAN IAS D4 DROIT INTERNATIONAL 161 (1959).
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in connection with the nationalization of the Suez Maritime Canal Com-
pany shall, unless agreed between the parties concerned, be referred to
arbitration in accordance with the established international practice.'
17
With this exception the Egyptian position remained the same
until the conclusion of Heads of Agreement on April 29, 1958.'"
2. The S.C.C.'s Attitude Toward the Egyptian
Compensation Offer
The immediate reaction of the S.C.C. to the Egyptian action was
that the nationalization constituted an acte de violence, the only
remedy for which was restoration of the situation which prevailed
before the Law of July 26, 1956, became effective. In an early letter
to Foreign Minister Pineau, the President of the Board of Directors
of the company urged the French Government to press for restitution."7
However, from negotiations which opened between the United King-
dom, France, and the United States it became clear that the primary
concern of those governments was establishment of an international
system of control over the Suez Canal, rather than restoration of the
nationalized assets to the S.C.C. This position was reflected in the
tripartite proposal submitted on August 5, 1956, to the First London
Conference in which the Governments of the United Kingdom, France,
and the United States demanded the grant of "fair compensation to
the Suez Canal Company.' '179
Discouraged by the attitude adopted at the London Conference,
the S.C.C. abandoned its claims to restitution and submitted proposals
for compensation. In a letter to the French and British Foreign
Ministers dated August 7, 1956, the S.C.C. outlined the principles
which in the view of the company must form the basis for negotia-
tion.'80 The same principles were outlined in a report by the Board
of Directors to the Extraordinary Meeting of Shareholders' 8 ' in
October, as well as in a letter the following December addressed by
the company to the Secretary General of the United Nations. 8 2 The
176. Reprinted in THE Sutz CANAL SETTLEMENT 37 (E. Lauterpacht ed. 1960).
177. Reprinted in Compagnie Financire de Suez, Bulletin No. 1, at 31 (1958).
178. Letter of August 4, 1956, reprinted in 1 Suez Canal Co., La Compagnie
Universelle de Suez et la Decision du Gouvernement Pgyptien 7 (1956). For this
section of the Article, the author has relied extensively on Focsaneanu, L'Accord
Ayant pour Objet l'Indemnisation de la Compagnie de Suez Nationalistie par l'1pgypte,
5 ANNUAtRE FRANqAIS DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 161 (1959).
179. The Tripartite Proposal is reproduced in DOCUMENTS ON INT'L AVVAIRS 1956,
supra note 168, at 173.
180. The text of this letter appears in 1 Suez Canal Co., supra note 178, at 25.
181. Suez Canal Co., Assemblfe Gfnfrale de Actionnaires, 99th meeting, 6
(October 15, 1956). An English translation of the report appeared in the form of
advertisement in The Times (London), Oct. 16, 1956, at 19, col. 1-2.
182. Letter in 1 Suez Canal Co., supra note 178, at 24.
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position of the S.C.C. as expressed in the above documents can be
summarized as follows:
(a) The Stock Exchange quotations on the day before the
nationalization was "by no means a fair basis" for compensation inas-
much as the company's share "had very definitely depreciated in actual
value by comparison with the average of French securities."' 3 It was
further contended by the S.C.C. that the depreciation had no relation
to the financial position of the company but "reflected the fear of
political risks"' 4 brought about by the approaching date of withdrawal
of the British troops and the unreasonable demands made by Egypt
during the financial negotiations. That is the reason why, the report
explained, the company's share had fallen from 120,000 anciens francs
in August 1955 to 92,000 anciens francs on the eve of the Egyptian
action nationalizing the S.C.C. The report concluded: "It is therefore
inadmissible that quotations which had so obviously depreciated as a
result of the political circumstances should be proposed as the basis of a
compensation that would then only confirm the loss which we dread."' 83
(b) Egypt was liable to pay compensation for the loss of profits
which the S.C.C. might have reasonably expected to realize had not
the Egyptian action brought an end to its concession.
(c) Payments were to be made directly to the S.C.C. and not
to the shareholders as provided in the Nationalization Law. It was
also emphasized that the Egyptian action could not affect the legal
existence of the S.C.C. which would continue to operate as owner of
assets located outside Egypt.
(d) Finally, the compensation provided for in the Egyptian Law
was described as "uncertain" inasmuch as its payment was conditioned
upon the seizure by the government of the S.C.C.'s assets outside
Egyptian territory. Also, absence of any indication in the Law as to
when compensation was to be effected as well as omission of pro-
visions concerning local remedies open to shareholders were cited as
leading to the "gravest doubts that compensation will materialize."' 86
3. Agreement Concluded Between the U.A.R. and the
S.C.C. for Settlement of Claims Arising from the
Egyptian Nationalization
The Heads of Agreement, 87 concluded on April 29, 1958, was
the outcome of negotiations which began in Rome on February 19,




187. Reprinted in Compagnie Financi&re de Suez, supra note 177
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1958, under the auspices of the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development. From the Egyptian point of view the act of nationali-
zation had divested the S.C.C. from its legal capacity to negotiate a
settlement. Accordingly, negotiations in Rome were held between the
United Arab Republic (as successor to the Government of Egypt) and
the representatives of S.C.C.'s stockholders. However, in the course
of negotiations, the Government of the U.A.R. consented to the com-
pany's maintaining its corporate entity to hold the assets outside Egypt
and negotiate a settlement of claims arising from the nationalization. 8
Meanwhile the S.C.C. had reorganized itself under French laws, assum-
ing the name "Compagnie Financi~re de Suez" (C.F.S.). Accord-
ingly, the Final Agreement of July 13, 1958, was signed between the
U.A.R. and the representatives of C.F.S.18 9 Insofar as the question of
compensation is concerned, the Final Agreement simply incorporated
the principles outlined in the Heads of Agreement in April 1958. In
order to avoid repetition, only provisions of the Agreement of July 13,
1958, will be summarized.
The Government of the U.A.R. consented to leave the assets
outside Egypt to the C.F.S. (article 3). At the same time, it was
agreed that C.F.S. would assume responsibility for liabilities of the
S.C.C. outside Egypt (article 5).
The U.A.R. undertook to pay the global sum of £E28.3 million
"as a full and final settlement of the compensation due to shareholders
and holders of Founders' (constituents') Shares as a consequence of
Law No. 285, and in full and final settlement of claims of the holders
of the Parts Civiles" (article 3). The global sum was to be paid in
installments and free of interest (article 8). Article 8 further stated
that as an initial payment, the U.A.R. would leave to the C.F.S. the
transit dues in the amount of £E5.3 million collected in Paris and
London after July 26, 1956. The balance was to be paid in five install-
ments of £E4 million and one installment of £E3 million. Payments were
to be made in Pounds Sterling in London and in French francs in Paris.
Evaluating the compensation terms of the above settlement, it
appears that the global payment by Egypt falls far below what may be
regarded as full compensation in the instant case. Not only does the
sum fall short of the original claims of the S.C.C. representing £204
million plus external assets,' 90 but it does not even measure up to more
modest estimates submitted by the Council of Administration in its
report to the General Assembly of Stockholders on December 16,
188. Id. at 22.
189. The text is reprinted in id. at 21.
190. EcoNOMIST (London), Nov. 16, 1957, at 614.
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1958.91 In that report the Council estimated the gross value of the
assets in Egypt at 91,830,607,239 anciens francs.12 Offsetting this
sum against the company's total liabilities in Egypt of 22,165,659,664
anciens francs, 93 responsibility for which was assumed by the U.A.R.
under the agreement, the net value of assets in Egypt may be esti-
mated at 69,664,947,575 anciens francs. Instead, the C.F.S. received
£E28,300,000 representing about 34 million anciens francs. It should be
noted that the Council's estimate of losses sustained by the company in
consequence of the Egyptian action did not include loss of anticipated
profits, a claim valued at £120 million' which the company was led
to abandon in the course of negotiations.
Another way of evaluating the adequacy of the compensation paid
to the S.C.C. is to compare the net amount accruing to the company
in consequence of the Agreement with the value of the shares on the
Paris Stock Exchange prior to the nationalization. Adding up the
sum of £E28.3 million and the net value of the external assets, esti-
mated by Rauschning at about £E13 million, 9 5 it appears that the net
compensation left to the S.C.C. amounted to £E41.3 million as against
£70 million which was said to constitute the value of the shares prior
to the nationalization. 96
As compared with concessions which the S.C.C. was led to con-
cede, modifications in the Egyptian position seem rather insignificant.
These modifications included: (a) renunciation of the external assets
of the S.C.C.; (b) recognition of the right of the holders of parts
civiles to compensation; (c) recognition of the corporate capacity of
the C.F.S. beyond the purposes of the nationalization. Only renuncia-
tion by Egypt of the external assets of the S.C.C. seems to constitute
a genuine concession on the part of that government. Inclusion of
the holders of parts civiles in the list of stockholders entitled to com-
pensation was not much of a concession as compensation was paid in
the form of a global sum and not in the form of payment to individual
shareholders. Also, recognition granted by Egypt to the C.F.S. was
nothing more than recognition of the fact that a corporate entity had
been organized under the laws of France for the purpose of disposing
of the assets outside Egypt and of negotiating a settlement in behalf
of shareholders. The decision by Egypt to recognize that entity was
191. Compagnie Financi~re de Suez, Assemble G~nrale des Actionnaires, 107th
meeting (Dec. 16, 1958).
192. Id. at 15.
193. Id. at 16.
194. EcONOMIST (London), supra note 190.
195. Quoted in Dawson & Weston, Prompt, Adequate and Effective: A Universal
Standard of Compensation?, 30 FORDHAm L. Riv. 727, 749 (1962).
196. Estimated by Prime Minister Eden in his statement of August 8, 1958.
DOcuJtNTS ON INT'L ArFAIRS 1956, supra note 168, at 160.
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made subject to the condition that such recognition would not impair
the operation of the Nationalization Law.
C. Indonesian Expropriations
Beginning with Act No. 86'97 in December 1958, Indonesian
authorities adopted a series of measures resulting in the nationaliza-
tion of Dutch-owned enterprises in Indonesia. These measures were
linked to the dispute between the Netherlands and Indonesia over the
status of West New Guinea (Irian Barat)."' s As background to this
dispute, it must be noted that the Round Table Agreements of 1949
which transferred sovereignty over the Netherlands East Indies to the
Republic of Indonesia left the question of West New Guinea in abey-
ance, providing that the political status of that territory would be
settled through negotiations in the ensuing year. 9 In the course of
subsequent negotiations, the Indonesian Government interpreted the
Round Table Agreements as transferring sovereignty over the whole
of the East Indies including West New Guinea and concluded that the
grant of independence applied to the latter territory as well as to the
rest of Indonesia."' The decision to nationalize Dutch property was
adopted in retaliation against the refusal of the Netherlands Govern-
ment to accede to Indonesian demands over West New Guinea. The
basic provisions for the nationalization were laid down in Act No. 86
and subsequently implemented by Ordinances Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 9.201
The Dutch enterprises affected by these measures included shipping,
agricultural estates, and gas and electricity undertakings.
1. Compensation Provisions in the Indonesian Legislation
Under the provisions of article 2 of Act No. 86, the owners of
expropriated enterprises were entitled to receive damages and a com-
mittee appointed by the Indonesian Government was to assess the
amount of compensation due. Decisions of this committee were sub-
ject to appeal to the Supreme Court of Indonesia whose findings in
197. [1958] State Gazette No. 162 (Indonesia). For English translation, see
Ministry of Information (Indonesia), The Nationalization of Dutch-Owned Enter-
prises in Indonesia 3 (1959).
198. On the Dutch-Indonesian dispute over West New Guinea, see R.C. BONF,
THE DYNAMICS OF THE WESTERN NEw GUINEA (IRIAN BARAT) PROBLEM (1958);
L.H. PALMIER, INDONESIA AND THE DUTCH (1962).
199. Article 2 of the Draft Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty, Nov. 2, 1949, 69
U.N.T.S. 206, 208.
200. Permanent Mission of the Republic of Indonesia to the United Nations, SomeQuestions and Answers Concerning the Dispute over West Irian 3 (1961).
201. Ordinance No. 2, Feb. 23, 1959, [1959] State Gazette No. 5 (Indonesia)
Ordinance No. 3, Feb. 23, 1959, [1959] State Gazette No. 6 (Indonesia) ; Ordinance
No. 4, Feb. 23, 1959, [1959] State Gazette No. 7 (Indonesia) ; Ordinance No. 9,
April 2, 1959, [1959] State Gazette No. 16 (Indonesia). For English translations of
Ordinances Nos. 2, 3, and 4, see Ministry of Information, supra note 197, at 9, 16, 23.
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the matter were final. The article further stated that the manner of
payment will be regulated in a separate act. In pursuance of this
provision Ordinance No. 9 was enacted on March 31, 1959, under
which a Committee for the Fixation of Compensation was established
"to make the necessary investigation regarding the state of the Dutch-
owned enterprises which are nationalized and to determine the amount
of the compensation that may be awarded."2 2 The owners of Dutch
enterprises were authorized to file claim for compensation with the
Committee (article 2) which would then propose to the Board for the
Nationalization of Dutch-owned enterprises0 3 (BANAS) what part
of revenues from the nationalized enterprises must be set aside for
compensation (article 3).24
2. Respective Positions of the Netherlands and
Indonesia Concerning Compensation
Referring to the compensation provisions as embodied in Act
No. 86 and Ordinance No. 9, the Indonesian note of April 8, 1959,
observed that:
[D]espite the fact that the obligation to pay . . . compensation
is not unanimously recognized as a clear principle of international
law, whilst furthermore the practice of various countries differs
in this respect - the Nationalization Law of the Republic of
Indonesia clearly recognizes this obligation and lays down that
compensation shall be granted to the owners of the enterprises
which are nationalized, the amount of compensation being fixed
by a commission specially set up for this purpose. 0 5
The Dutch Government, however, maintained that the Indonesian
measures failed to comply with the requirements of international law
concerning compensation. The measures were said to be "confiscatory"
because there was "no question of any prompt payment of an adequate
and effective compensation."2 6 The grounds for this conclusion were
adduced in the Netherlands note of December 18, 1959,207 and may
be summed up as follows:
(a) The Dutch Government maintained that the compensation
provisions laid down in the Indonesian legislation were vague and gave
202. [1959] State Gazette No. 16 (Indonesia).
203. Ordinance No. 3, Feb. 23, 1959, art. 3, [1959] State Gazette No. 6 (Indonesia).
204. Preamble to Ordinance No. 3, Feb. 23, 1959, [1959] State Gazette No. 6
(Indonesia).
205. The note was supplied to this writer by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and is on file in the Case-Western Reserve University Law Library.
206. Netherlands note of Dec. 18, 1959, regarding nationalization of Dutch-owned
enterprises, reprinted in 54 Am. J. INT'L L. 484, 485 (1960).
207. Id.
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no indication of the extent of compensation due and the manner and
timing of its payment.
(b) From statements by Indonesian officials, it was concluded
that the Government of Indonesia had no serious intention to pay
compensation. In this connection, reference was made to a statement
by the Indonesian Minister of Agriculture making the payment of
compensation dependent upon Indonesia's ability to pay. The note also
cited a decree by the Indonesian Prime Minister to the effect that in
case of the nationalization of the enterprises partly owned by non-
Dutch aliens compensation would be paid for that portion of the capital
owned by such aliens. The Dutch Government inferred from this state-
ment that Indonesia did not really intend to pay compensation for the
portion of the undertaking owned by Netherlands nationals.
(c) The Government of the Netherlands further argued that from
various Indonesian decrees dealing with the amount of compensation,
it appeared that the scope of compensation contemplated by Indonesian
authorities bore no proportion to the actual value of nationalized
property. The note referred to the above-mentioned Ordinance No. 9
and an Instruction dated August 21, 1959, from the Managing Board
of the BANAS providing for only 1 percent of the gross revenues
from nationalized enterprises after deduction of corporate income tax
to be set aside for the payment of compensation at a future time.
Commenting on this, the note concluded: "It will be clear that such
a reservation is not even sufficient to cover the interest on the capital
due, let alone to guarantee the redemption of the principal."2 '
(d) The note finally implied that the Indonesian offer is at
variance with the prevailing practice in international law in that it
makes the payment of compensation dependent upon settlement of the
dispute over West Irian Barat. Although not clearly stated, the im-
plication here seems to be that the payment of compensation is an
obligation owed to the Dutch owners of private property and must be
discharged independently of the outcome of the dispute between the
two governments.
Under these circumstances the Government of the Netherlands
felt that the Dutch property owners were justified in not submitting
their claims for compensation "since such submission would amount to
assisting in the actual application of those [Indonesian] measures."2 9
Answering the Dutch arguments in its note of August 12, 1960,
the Indonesian Government took the position already outlined in the
previous note - that there is no obligation under international law
208. Id. at 488.
209. Id. at 489.
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to pay full and prompt compensation for expropriations carried out
as part of a general program of social reform, and, given this, the
Indonesian compensation offer was within the requirements of inter-
national law. The note said:
[I]nternational law as it has developed in recent years does not
oblige a State which nationalizes foreign enterprises to pay com-
pensation at once. The capacity to pay and the economic situation
of the country in question should be taken into consideration.
Furthermore, measures of nationalization taken within the frame-
work of great economic and social changes are judged by special
criteria.
The Nationalization Act and the provisions for its implemen-
tation concerning compensation are a clear proof that the Indo-
nesian Government is acting in conformity with international law.
Each request for compensation from Dutch enterprises entitled to
receive compensation will be dealt with in a regular manner.2 10
In summing up the positions of the Netherlands and Indonesia
concerning compensation as expressed in the above documents, it
appears that the Dutch Government subscribed to the orthodox doctrine
that expropriation must be carried out against adequate, prompt, and
effective compensation, while Indonesia felt that the orthodox standards
do not apply to expropriations effected as part of a reform program.
As of this writing, despite the settlement of the Irian Barat question
in August 1962,211 the Dutch-Indonesian dispute concerning compen-
sation for the nationalized Dutch assets still remains unsettled. The
number of Dutch enterprises affected by various Indonesian measures
has been estimated at 250 with a total value of "several billion Dutch
guilders. '212
3. Indonesian Compensation Provisions Before
the Foreign Courts
The Indonesian nationalization measures came before the Dutch
and German courts for judgment on their conformity with the estab-
lished principles of international law. Proceedings in both courts in-
volved tobacco harvested from expropriated Dutch estates and shipped
abroad. The Dutch owners brought suit to recover the tobacco in
210. Letter from the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs to this writer, Aug.
23, 1963, which contains a summary of the Indonesian note of Aug. 12, 1960, on file
in the Case-Western Reserve University Law Library.
211. The text of the agreement settling the Irian Barat dispute is reprinted inPermanent Mission of the Republic of Indonesia to the United Nations, Agreement
Between the Republic of Indonesia and the Netherlands on West Irian (1962).
212. Letter of Aug. 23, 1963, to this writer from the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, on file in the Case-Western Reserve University Law Library. One
U.S. dollar is equal to 3.5 guilders.
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question as still their property, partially on the ground that the
Indonesian action violated international law and, consequently, must
not be given effect in the Netherlands and Germany, respectively.
Both German and Dutch courts thus had occasion to test the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Indonesian provisions concerning
compensation to deprived Dutch nationals. The Court of Appeals of
Amsterdam held the Indonesian measures illegal under international
law because, inter alia, they were "confiscatory" in nature.2"3 This
conclusion was reached notwithstanding article 2 of the Nationaliza-
tion Act which established procedures whereby compensation can be
assessed. Referring to article 2, the court observed that it
provides that compensation will be granted to the owners of the
nationalized enterprises, that the amount of this compensation
will be assessed by a Commission to be designated by the Govern-
ment, that these owners as well as the Government may lodge
appeals against the decisions of this Commission with the Indo-
nesian Supreme Court which will decide definitely and that a
procedure - still to be drafted - concerning the payment of
compensation will be laid down in a separate Act.214
The court found that:
This regulation, which is completely unelaborated and which offers
all kinds of evasive possibilities, cannot in itself be considered to
offer a sufficient guarantee that the owners of the enterprises con-
cerned will indeed receive any compensation or, at any rate,
compensation that can be deemed to be appreciable and, by any
criteria, reasonable.2 15
The court also referred to the language in the Preamble to the Act
that "this nationalization of Netherlands owned enterprises purports
to procure the greatest possible profit for the Indonesian community"
and certain public statements by Indonesian officials suggesting that
there can be no question of compensation until the West Irian dispute
is settled, as further evidence of lack of intention to pay compensa-
tion.2"6 It was concluded: "In these circumstances a real possibility
of compensation cannot be deemed to be present. '217
It is noteworthy that in the above-quoted passages, the Amsterdam
court spoke of "reasonable" standards of compensation or "appreciable"
compensation. The decision of the court was based not upon the failure
of Indonesia to give "full" or "adequate" compensation but on the find-
213. Bank Indonesia v. Senembah Maatschappij & Twentsche Bank, 30 I.L.R. 28
(Ct. App., Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1959).
214. Id. at 30-31.
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ing that the Indonesian provisions were so unelaborated as to offer no
guarantee that the Dutch owners would receive "any compensation."
The conclusion reached by the German courts, on the other hand,
was that the compensation provided in the Indonesian measures did
not flout the established international standards.218 During the pro-
ceedings before the Bremen Appellate Court, counsel for the Dutch
companies, claiming ownership in the 1958 harvest, repeated the argu-
ments adduced in the Netherlands note of December 18, 1959, purport-
ing to establish the "confiscatory" nature of the Indonesian measures.
Counsel for Indonesia countered those arguments by emphasizing
Indonesia's intention to make compensation and indicating steps already
taken to that end. In this connection the attention of the court was
called to the fact that at the time when the Indonesian Naionalization
Act was submitted to Parliament for approval its compensation pro-
visions met with considerable resistance. It was maintained that the
fact that, despite strong opposition, the Government of Indonesia in-
sisted on the insertion of those provisions is evidence of the genuine
desire of that government to make compensation. Finally, mention
was made of the failure of the Dutch companies to exercise their right
under the Indonesian decrees and file claims with the Indonesian
authorities.
The Appellate Court, in finding for Indonesia, relied on a distinc-
tion between individual and general expropriations and the proposition
that the latter type does not entail obligation to compensate promptly.
The court observed:
The Court is fully aware that, at any rate at the time when
the expropriation became effective on the promulgation of Act
No. 86, no compensation was paid, nor was it even evident when
and to what extent it would be paid. In the case of individual
expropriations of the customary type, that might be objected to
and regarded as a contravention of the rules of international law.
In the present case, however, the expropriation of the petitioners
represents also a rearrangement of the ownership relationships
which has been carried out by a former colony, now independent,
with the object of changing the social structure. With regard to
such large-scale expropriations the view has often justly been
taken in recent times that from the very nature of the matter one
cannot apply the same principles as in the case of individual
expropriations of the customary type .... According to this view,
compensation could not be paid immediately and in a lump sum
from the material assets, but only from the proceeds of the
nationalized enterprises. With regard to timing and amount, the
218. N.V. Verenigde Deli-Maatschappijen v. Deutsch-Indonesische Tabak-Han-
delsgesellschaft m.b.H., 28 I.L.R. 16 (Ct. App., Bremen, Federal Republic of Ger-
many, 1959).
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compensation would have to be adjusted to conditions in the ex-
propriating State.2"9
D. Cuban Expropriations
Since 1959, the Castro government has carried out a series of
expropriations, instituting state control over all major sectors of the
Cuban economy. 220 The first expropriation measures were embodied in
the Agrarian Reform Act of May 17, 1959, which provided for the dis-
tribution of large landholdings to peasants.22' This legislation affected
substantial American interests in Cuba as a large portion of land thus
expropriated was owned by United States nationals.222
On July 6, 1960, in retaliation against the decision of President
Eisenhower to reduce Cuba's sugar quota by 95 percent, 223 the Castro
government passed Nationalization Law No. 851,224 nationalizing
United States-controlled enterprises located in Cuba. This was an act
of reprisal directed exclusively against American interests; and imple-
menting Resolutions Nos. 1 (August 6) and 2 (September 17),225
adopted pursuant to the Nationalization Law, brought all the corpora-
tions controlled by United States interests under state control. The
value of American assets thus expropriated was estimated at $750
million, constituting more than two-thirds of United States private
investments in Cuba. 26
The task of instituting a planned economy in Cuba was completed
on October 13, 1960, with the passage of Laws Nos. 890 and 891.227
Under this legislation all major enterprises - commercial, industrial,
transportation, and banking concerns - regardless of the nationality of
the owners were transferred into state ownership. The laws of October
13 primarily affected Cuban-owned assets as nearly all American in-
terests falling within the language of these decrees had already been
seized under earlier statutes.
219. Id. at 35.
220. See generally Rafat, Legal Aspects of the Cuban Expropriation of American-
Owned Property, 11 STe. Louis U.L.J. 45 (1966).
221. Act of May 17, 1959, 2 LA JURISPRUDENCIA AL DIA (Legislacion) 933 (1959).
222. A. EDXLMANN, LATIN AMERICAN GOVtRNM4NT AND POLITICs 245 (1965).
223. Exec. Proclamation No. 3,355, 3 C.F.R. 80 (1964). The Cuban sugar quota
had been set at 3,119,655 tons for 1960. Id.
224. Law No. 851, July 6, 1960, 2 LA JURISPRUDNCIA AL DIA (Legislacion) 1162
(1960). For an English translation, see 55 AM. J. INT'L L. 822 (1961).
225. Resolution No. 1, Aug. 6, 1960, 2 LA JURISPRUDINcIA AL DIA (Legislacion)
1637 (1960), translated in Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 193 F. Supp. 375,
382-83, n.14 (S.D.N.Y. 1961) ; Resolution No. 2, Sept. 17, 1960, 2 LA JURISPRUDtNCIA
AL DIA (Legislacion) 1640 (1960).
226. Johnson, U.S. Business Interests in Cuba and the Rise of Castro, 17 WORLD
POLITIcs 440, 446 (1965).
227. Law No. 890, Oct. 13, 1960, 3 LA JURISPRUDtNCIA AL DIA (Legislacion) 1837
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The Cuban authorities have reported that the implementation of
the Agrarian Reform Act, the Nationalization Law, and the decrees
of October 13, have brought all of the sugar industry, 90 percent of
industry and mining, 90 percent of the tobacco and coffee plantations,
and the totality of the banking concerns under state control.
228
1. The Compensation Provisions in the Agrarian
Reform Legislation
The Agrarian Reform Act acknowledged the right of the dis-
possessed owners to receive indemnity for loss of their property and
further stipulated that the sales value of the properties as shown on the
tax returns would be used to assess the amount of compensation
(article 29). These provisions were implemented by Laws Nos. 576
(September 25) and 588 (October 7).229 The former authorized
issuance for compensation purposes of the 20-year Agrarian Reform
Bonds for a total amount of 100 million pesos ($100 million) (article
1). It also stipulated that the principal and interest on the bonds would
be exempt from national and local taxation (article 2). Law No.
588 specified that compensation would be calculated on the basis
of the last sworn statement by the owners of the property prior to
October 10, 1958, plus the value of improvements on the property
(article 5). Under this decree, pending establishment of Soil Tribunals,
the judges in the first instance were vested with jurisdiction over
expropriation proceedings (article 11). Their decisions could be ap-
pealed to the Court of Constitutional and Social Guarantees whose
findings in the matter were final. One writer has reported that in
pursuance of this legislation, compensation was assessed at 500 to 1,500
pesos per caballeria. 5 °
As indicated above, the agrarian legislation affected substantial
American interests. Following its adoption an exchange of notes took
place between the United States and Cuba, the relevant portions of
which may be quoted. The United States in a note of June 11,
1959, observed:
The United States recognizes that under international law
a state has the right to take property within its jurisdiction for
public purposes in the absence of treaty provisions or other agree-
228. Loubresse, De Quelqes _lments de la Ligislation de la Ripublique de Cuba
en Matire d'Intervention Lconoinique et de Nationalisation, 12 REVUE INTARNA-
TIONALU DE DROIT COMPARfA 773, 774 (1961).
229. Law No. 576, Sept. 25, 1959, 3 LA JURISPRUDENCIA AL DIA (Legislacion)
1905 (1960) ; Law No. 588, Oct. 7, 1959, 3 LA JURISPRUD4NCIA AL DIA (Legislacion)
1979 (1960).
230. Loubresse, supra note 228, at 781. A caballeria is "[an ancient Spanish land
tenure similar to the English knight's fee .... In Cuba it is about 33 acres.
WEBSTER's Ntw INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 369 (2d ed. 1946).
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ment to the contrary; however, this right is coupled with the
corresponding obligation on the part of a state that such taking
will be accompanied by payment of prompt, adequate, and effec-
tive compensation. United States citizens have invested in agri-
cultural and other enterprises in Cuba for many years. This
investment has been under several Cuban Constitutions, all of
which contained provisions for due compensation in case of ex-
propriation, including the Cuban Constitution of 1940 which
provided that should property be expropriated by the state there
must be prior payment of the proper indemnification in cash, in
the amount judicially determined.
The wording of the Cuban agrarian law gives serious concern
to the Government of the United States with regard to the ade-
quacy of the provision for compensation to its citizens whose
property may be expropriated."'
The Cuban Government in a note dated June 15, 1959, replied:
The fundamental concern expressed in the note [of the United
States Government] . . . is the form of payment adopted by the
revolutionary Government of Cuba to indemnify North American
citizens whose property may be expropriated pursuant to the
Agrarian Reform Law. It is true that the Constitution of 1940
and the basic law in force provide that the price of expropriations
shall be paid in advance and in cash in the amount fixed by the
courts. But it is also no less true that the aforesaid form of in-
demnification is inexorably imposed by events in the public do-
main: the chaotic economic and financial situation into which
the overthrown tyranny plunged the country, and the marked im-
balance in the balance of payments between the United States
and Cuba, which for us has meant an unfavorable balance of
about a billion dollars during the last ten years. It should be noted
that, had these events not occurred the Revolutionary Government
would have been able to discharge the aforesaid constitutional
obligation. 32
In answer to this argument the United States Government wrote:
Your Excellency's note cites certain circumstances relevant to
the carrying out of the agrarian reform which in the opinion of
the Government of Cuba will make it difficult to apply the prin-
ciples of compensation for expropriated property that are recog-
nized in international law and in the Cuban Constitution of 1940.
The factors mentioned by your Excellency explaining the inability
of the Government of Cuba to apply these principles have been
noted by the Government of the United States. It is the opinion
of the Government of the United States, however, that the United
231. U.S. Dep't of State Press Release No. 417, June 11, 1959, in 40 DP'WT STATU
BULL. 958, 958-59 (1959).
232. Unpublished Cuban note of June 15, 1959, supplied to this writer by the
U.S. Department of State.
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States investors, who are not responsible for these factors, should
not, in justice be penalized because of them; nor can such
factors constitute a valid basis for the expropriation of the prop-
erty of aliens in disregard of accepted principles of international
law relating to the payment of prompt, adequate and effective
compensation. 233
Thus the United States subscribed again to the proposition that
expropriation of foreign property must be accompanied by payment
of adequate, prompt, and effective compensation and that such com-
pensation is due regardless of the expropriating state's paying capacity.
2. Compensation for American-Owned Property Nationalized
Pursuant to the Law of July 6, 1960
The Nationalization Law of July 6 stipulated that the United
States property owners would receive compensation in the form of
30-year bonds, bearing interest at not less than 2 percent per year
(article 4). Article 5 added, however, that compensation payments
were to be made out of a fund built up of 25 percent of foreign
exchange accruing to Cuba each year from sale of sugar to the United
States in excess of 3 million Spanish long tons at a price not under
5.75 cents per English pound. This provision made the payment of
compensation almost impossible, for even if the United States restored
Cuba's sugar quota as it stood prior to President Eisenhower's
Proclamation of July 6, this would still be insufficient to build up
the fund out of which compensation payments were to be made. United
States Ambassador Bonsal, writing to the Cuban Minister of Foreign
Affairs, protested that, "The Nationalization Law is . . . confiscatory
in that its provisions for compensation for property seized fail to meet
the most minimum criteria necessary to assure the payment of prompt,
adequate and effective compensation .... 234
The value of American property interests seized by the Castro
government in pursuance of the Agrarian Reform Act and the
Nationalization Law has been estimated at $1 billion.21 On July 31,
1963, a State Department official reported that "no bonds were ever
issued under either law and the Department is not aware that any
U. S. citizen ever received payment for his property from the Cuban
Government. '23
6
233. Unpublished American note of October 15, 1959, supplied to this writer by
the U.S. Department of State.
234. U.S. Dep't of State Press Release No. 397, July 16, 1960, in 43 Dzr'r STATE
BULL. 171 (1960).
235. N.Y. Times, Nov. 14, 1960, at 5, col. 4.
236. Letter from R.T. Follestad, Assistant Officer in Charge of Cuban Affairs,
Department of State, to this writer, July 31, 1963, on file in the Case-Western Reserve
University Law Library.
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3. The Compensation Provisions in Laws Nos. 890 and 891
Both of these Laws acknowledged the right of the dispossessed
shareholders to receive indemnity. Law No. 890 provided that the
Central Council of Planning would submit recommendations concern-
ing the amount and manner of compensation. Under Law No. 891,
the National Bank of Cuba was vested with jurisdiction to determine
the amount of compensation for each shareholder (article 6). Com-
pensation was to be paid in cash up to $10,000 and in the form of
bonds for any amount in excess of that limit. The bonds bore interest
at 2 percent per annum and were redeemable in 15 years.
4. Cuban Compensation Provisions Before the American Courts
The most important case to arise in American courts from the
Cuban expropriation decrees is Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino.287
This case involved an action by Banco Nacional, an instrumentality of
the Castro government, to recover the proceeds of 22,000 bags of
sugar expropriated under the Nationalization Law of July 6 from
Compafia Azucarera Vertientes Camaguey de Cuba (C.A.V.) and
sold to Farr, Whitlock & Co., a New York commodity broker.2 8  The
C.A.V. was a corporation organized under Cuban law but controlled
principally by American citizens. The question before the courts was
whether the sugar at issue had lawfully passed into Cuban ownership
by virtue of the Nationalization Law. Both the district court and the
court of appeals answered the question in the negative on the ground
that the Cuban action violated the rules of international law in regard
to expropriation of alien property. On March 22, 1964, the Supreme
Court reversed this judgment and remanded the case to the district
237. 193 F. Supp. 375 (S.D.N.Y. 1960), aff'd, 307 F.2d 845 (2d Cir. 1962), rev'd,
376 U.S. 398 (1964).
238. The facts of this case may be briefly summarized. In 1960 Farr Whitlock
negotiated to purchase sugar from C.A.V. Under the contract, payment for the
negotiated sugar was to be made in New York upon presentation of the shipping
documents. On August 6, 1960, while the negotiated sugar was still in Cuba, the
Cuban Government nationalized the property of C.A.V. under the Nationalization
Law of July 6, 1960. After the nationalization Farr Whitlock, in order to secure
permission to remove the sugar out of Cuba, negotiated an identical contract with
the Castro government. Then the sugar was shipped to its destination in Morocco.
Meanwhile, on August 16, 1960, the Appellate Division of the New York supreme
court, acting under Section 977-b of the New York Civil Practice Act (now codified
in N.Y. Bus. CORP. LAW §§ 1202, 1203, 1207 & 1218 (McKinney 1963)), appointed
a receiver in the person of Mr. Sabbatino to dispose of the local assets of C.A.V.
Schwartz v. Compania Azucarera Vertientes Camaguey de Cuba, 12 App. Div. 2d
506, 207 N.Y.S.2d 288 (1960). Late in August, Socift6 G~nrale, acting for Cuba,
presented the bills of lading together with a sight draft to Farr Whitlock for pay-
ment. The latter negotiated the bills of lading to its customer but refused to turn
over the proceeds to Socit6 G~nrale on the ground that Sabbatino claimed them.
On October 10, 1960, Banco Nacional, a financial agent of the Cuban Government,
commenced this action in the United States District Court for the Southern District
of New York seeking damages against Farr Whitlock for conversion of the bills of
lading and an injunction against Sabbatino restraining him from exercising jurisdiction
over the proceeds of the sugar.
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court for further proceedings. The Supreme Court's decision did not
deal with the question of compensation; it rested on the argument
that the act of state doctrine applied to this case and, consequently,
barred the United States courts from examining the validity of the
Cuban action under international law.239
While the proceedings for the entry of judgment on remand were
still pending, Congress enacted into law section 301 (d) (4) of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1964, known as the Hickenlooper Amend-
ment. 24" This Amendment in effect reversed the decision of the Supreme
Court in Sabbatino by providing that no court in this country should
decline to make a determination as to the justice under international
law of a foreign act of expropriation unless it is suggested by the
President that such determination would embarrass the Executive
in its conduct of foreign relations. 24  Following the enactment of the
Hickenlooper Amendment into law, the district court entered judgment
against Banco Nacional, holding that the congressional action had
removed the bar interposed on Cuban expropriations by the act of
state doctrine and that the court was bound by the original determina-
tion of the court of appeals as to the question of legality under inter-
national law. 242 This judgment was affirmed by the court of appeals.
239. For a discussion of the act of state doctrine as applied to Sabbatino, see
Coerper, The Act of State Doctrine in the Light of the "Sabbatino" Case, 56 AM. J.
INT'L L. 143 (1962); Friedmann, Act of State - Sabbatino in the Courts and in
Congress, 3 COLUM. J. op TRANSNAT'L L. 99 (1965) ; Simmonds, The Sabbatino Case
and the Act of State Doctrine, 14 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 452 (1965) ; Wright, Reflec-
tions on the Sabbatino Case, 59 AM. J. INT'L L. 304 (1965).
240. 22 U.S.C. § 2370(e) (2) (1964).
241. In explaining the purpose of the Amendment, the Senate Committee Report
stated:
The amendment is intended to reverse in part the recent decision of the
Supreme Court in Banco de Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino. The act of state
doctrine has been applied by U.S. courts to determine that the actions of a
foreign sovereign cannot be challenged in private litigation. The Supreme Court
extended this doctrine in the Sabbatino decision so as to preclude U.S. courts
from inquiring into acts of foreign states, even though these acts had been de-
nounced by the State Department as contrary to international law.
The effect of the amendment is to achieve a reversal of presumptions. Under
the Sabbatino decision, the courts would presume that any adjudication as to the
lawfulness under international law of the act of a foreign state would embarrass
the conduct of foreign policy unless the President says it would not. Under the
amendment, the Court would presume that it may proceed with an adjudication
on the merits unless the President states officially that such an adjudication in
the particular case would embarrass the conduct of foreign policy.
S. REP. No. 1188, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 24 (1964). For commentary, see Levie, Sequel
to Sabbatino, 59 Ams. J. IN'L L. 366 (1965).
The Hickenlooper Amendment as enacted in 1964 was limited in its applica-
tion to cases in which the proceedings had commenced before January 1, 1966. The
Amendment was reenacted in 1965 as part of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1965 with-
out this limitation. 22 U.S.C. § 2370(e) (2) (Supp. III, 1967).
242. Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Farr, 243 F. Supp. 957 (S.D.N.Y. 1965), aff'd,
383 F.2d 166 (2d Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 390 U.S. 956 (1968).
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While Sabbatino primarily turned on the question of the applica-
bility of the act of state doctrine to cases arising from the Cuban
expropriations, as indicated above, both the district court and the court
of appeals, in their original holdings, dealt with the international law
issue. These judgments, insofar as related to the question of com-
pensation, are of special interest to our inquiry.
The district court held that the Castro Nationalization Law was
invalid because it violated international law in three respects: (1) it
was an act of reprisal against the United States and, as such, not moti-
vated by a public purpose; (2) it was discriminatory; and (3) it
failed to afford adequate compensation. After analysing the compen-
sation provisions of the Cuban legislation, the court said:
As is evident from the preceding description of the method for
compensation, payments of interest on the thirty year bonds is ex-
pressly conditioned on United States sugar purchases from Cuba.
Indeed, were the sugar quota for Cuba to be restored tomorrow,
contributions to the compensation fund, based on the ten year
history of sugar purchases from Cuba before the year 1960, would
be nonexistent. The defects in the scheme are, however, more
fundamental. The condition placed on the payment of interest on
the bonds, as well as the uncertainty of payment at maturity,
render the bonds unmarketable and valueless. Further, the value
of the expropriated property is to be determined solely by ap-
praisers appointed by the Cuban Government, an obviously adverse
party to the interests of the persons whose property has been
seized. Clearly, this is not adequate compensation within the
requirements of international law.243
The court of appeals, while affirming the judgment below, used a
different reasoning. It defined the question at issue in the follow-
ing terms:
[I]s it a violation of international law for a country to fail to pay
adequate compensation for the property it seizes from a particular
class of aliens, when the purpose for the seizure of the property
is to retaliate against the homeland of those aliens and when the
result of such seizure is to discriminate against them only.244
Then, upon examination of the relevant rules of international law, the
court observed:
Unlike the situation presented by a failure to pay adequate com-
pensation for expropriated property when the expropriation is part
243. Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 193 F. Supp. 375, 385-86 (S.D.N.Y.
1960) (footnotes omitted).
244. 307 F.2d at 864.
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of a scheme of general social improvement, confiscation without
compensation when the expropriation is an act of reprisal does not
have significant support among distinterested international law
commentators from any country. 4
And finally, it concluded:
Since the Cuban decree of expropriation not only failed to
provide adequate compensation but also involved a retaliatory
purpose and a discrimination against United States nationals, we
hold that the decree was in violation of international law.
246
The language of the district court seems to suggest that the failure
to afford adequate compensation was in itself a sufficient ground for
the conclusion that the Cuban statute violated international law. For
the court of appeals, on the other hand, what rendered the Castro
action internationally illegal was the failure to offer compensation,
combined with the retaliatory and discriminatory nature of that action.
The reluctance of the second circuit to rely on the requirement of
compensation for the question of international legality stemmed from
its failure to find unanimous support in international practice for the
proposition that the expropriating state is obligated to afford full com-
pensation when the expropriation is carried out as part of a general
program of social and economic reform. In this connection, the
court said:
[I]s the failure to provide adequate compensation for the com-
pulsory taking of the property of a domestically chartered corpora-
tion owned by alien stockholders a violation of international law?
The constitutions of most of the states in the Western Hemisphere
contain language which appears to uphold the right of the owner
to receive just compensation upon a governmental taking of
private property. . . . A number of decisions by international
tribunals have upheld the principle that just compensation should
be provided. And it appears that most of the writers on the sub-ject have asserted that just compensation for governmental taking
is a requirement of international law.
But some writers have asserted that the payment of adequate
compensation is not required by international law.... Tremendous
social and cultural changes are occurring in many parts of the
world today. Many countries have acted upon the principle that,
in order to carry out desired economic and social reforms of vast
magnitude, they must have the right to seize private property
without providing compensation for the taking. They argue that
245. Id. at 866.
246. Id. at 868.
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because of the paucity of funds in their governmental coffers it
would be impossible to carry out large-scale measures in the name
of social welfare if they had to provide immediate, or even delayed,
compensation .... It is commonplace in many parts of the world
for a country not to pay for what it takes. 47
Indeed, it would be an error to conclude that the court's reluctance
to rely solely on the rules concerning compensation to invalidate the
Cuban decree amount to a repudiation of those rules. It appears from
the judgment that the court did not find it necessary to resolve the
question of compensation as stated in the above-quoted passage because
an alternative ground for decision was available. The court said:
Since it is unnecessary for this court in the present case to decide
whether a government's failure, in and of itself, to pay adequate
compensation for the property it takes is a breach of international
responsibility, we decline at this time to attempt a resolution of
that difficult question. 48
The fact still remains that the court deliberately avoided the
question of compensation in the context of impersonal and general
appropriations for lack of conclusive evidence and for fear of identify-
ing a principle of public policy as a rule of international law. In this
connection, it is significant that the court warned the national courts
sitting in judgment in issues involving international law against their
"nationalistic prejudice" which could affect their decision. One of the
reasons why the Second Circuit declined to rely for its findings on the
public policy of the forum was stated to be that "reliance upon such a
basis for decision results in a nationalistic, or municipal, solution of a
problem that is clearly international." '249 Elsewhere, the court stated:
One pitfall into which we could stumble would be the identifi-
cation as a fundamental principle of international law of some
principle which in truth is only an aspect of the public policy of
our own nation and not a principle so cherished by other civilized
peoples. In avoiding such an identification we must take a more
cosmopolitan view of things and recognize that the rule of law
which we municipally announce must be a rule applicable to
sovereignties with social and economic patterns very different
from our own.25 °
It is to be noted, however, that insofar as the United States courts
are concerned, the decision of the court of appeals has been for all
247. Id. at 862--64 (footnotes omitted).
248. Id. at 864.
249. Id. at 859.
250. Id. at 861.
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practical purposes superseded by the passage of the Hickenlooper
Amendment. This Amendment directs the United States courts in
cases involving foreign expropriations to apply the principles of inter-
national law "including the principles of compensation and the other
standards set out in this subsection .... -251 The subsection referred
to here includes a provision requiring suspension of foreign aid to any
country which, having expropriated United States-owned property,
"fails . . . to take appropriate steps . . . to discharge its obligations
under international law . . . including speedy compensation for such
property in convertible foreign exchange, equivalent to the full value
thereof, as required by international law .... 22
IV. CONCLUSION
The court decisions reviewed in part III reflect great hesitancy
on the part of municipal courts applying the principles of inter-
national law to subscribe to the orthodox position that compensation
for expropriated property must be "adequate, prompt, and effective."
Nor do the lump-sum agreements negotiated for settlement of claims
arising from post-World War II nationalizations afford any basis for
asserting that the orthodox theory has been honored by state practice. 53
Even the United States, longtime in the forefront of the countries
advocating the orthodox position, has recently shown signs of moving
in the direction of flexibility. In a speech in 1962, Mr. George Ball,
then Under Secretary of State, defined the United States position in
the following terms:
The United States has long recognized that any country has the
right to expropriate property, including that of Americans, pro-
vided it offers just compensation. This means, of course, that the
compensation must be reasonably adequate and that payment must
be reasonably prompt. 54
These developments in judicial and state practice make it indeed
doubtful whether the orthodox proposition can be said to be a require-
ment imposed by public international law. Nor do they indicate any
other criterion in light of which the adequacy of a compensation can be
251. 22 U.S.C. § 2370(e) (2) (1964).
252. 22 U.S.C. § 2370(e)(1)(C) (1964).
253. The only exception is the compensation settlement negotiated by the A.I.O.C.
which, as indicated above, resulted in what may be described as full indemnification
covering both the value of the physical assets and loss of prospective profits. It must,
however, be noted that this arrangement was made possible thanks to the consortium
formula which enabled the A.I.O.C. to receive full compensation without imposing
an undue burden on Iran.
254. Ball, American Business Abroad, 46 DEP'T STATn BULL. 912, 914-15 (1962).
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tested. All that can be extracted by way of guidance from the material
reviewed in this Article is that the expropriating state is obligated to
pay some compensation and that the amount of compensation must
not be inferior to that afforded nationals of the expropriating state.
This situation, however, is no cause for despair. It is submitted that
the absence of precise and well defined criteria for testing the ade-
quacy of compensation is by no means due to failure of international
law to develop such criteria but is accounted for by the nature of
modern expropriations which call for flexible procedures whereby
claims and counterclaims raised by a particular expropriation can be
equitably adjusted and settled. It is further suggested that the practice
of states in concluding global settlements indicates lines along which
such flexible procedures may be developed. The following paragraphs
represent an attempt to explain and expand on these two propositions.
General expropriations are often accompanied by large-scale
changes in the economic, social, and political life of the expropriating
state. As such, they are likely to give rise to complex claims and coun-
terclaims which cannot be adjusted by applying rigid standards such
as adequate, prompt, and effective compensation. A few examples from
the recent experiences will help to illustrate the point. The nationaliza-
tion of the A.I.O.C. gave rise not only to claims of the company for
compensation but also to demands by Iran that such claims be offset
against unreasonable profits accruing to the company at the expense
of Iran. Iranian officials stated that while the A.I.O.C. was reaping
an annual profit of $500 to $550 million, Iran received only $45 million
or less than 10 percent in royalties, share of profits, and taxes. 255
Similar charges were brought by the Egyptian Government against
the S.C.C. President Nasser, in his speech of July 26, 1956, explained
that the Suez concession had been negotiated on unequal terms result-
ing in unreasonable profits for the S.C.C., while Egypt's original 44
percent share in the company was "usurped" by the United Kingdom.
Both Cuba and Indonesia raised charges of economic "exploitation"
against deprived foreign investors or their home state.
A pattern seems to repeat itself in all the expropriation cases
reviewed in this Article. The dispute involves a small underdeveloped
country faced with a Western industrialized nation. The latter de-
mands strict compliance with the legal standards which it believes
255. 6 U.N. SCOR 563d meeting 15 (1951). See also Grady, What Went Wrong
in Iran, SA'. Evz. PosT, Jan. 5, 1952, at 30. He writes that the A.I.O.C. "made net
profits of approximately 100,000,000 pounds in 1950. The Iranian Government, relying
on the oil for about 43 percent of its income, was receiving 13,000,000 to 15,000,000
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to be still in force; the former, emphasizing the importance on equi-
table grounds of extra-legal factors, insists that these factors be brought
to bear in fixing the terms of compensation. It is not argued here
that the charges brought by host countries against foreign investors
are always justified; but if they were, then it would seem only
fair that they be taken into account in assessing the terms of com-
pensation. This suggests that demands raised in connection with
general and impersonal expropriations can best be settled by giving
consideration to the equities of the mutual relationship between the
host community and the alien owner of expropriated property.256 As
Professor Friedmann has put it, "the whole problem of the property
and contract relations between developed and underdeveloped countries
should frankly be regarded as one in which legal, equity and policy
considerations are mixed.
257
The proposition that the terms of compensation must be fixed in
light of the equities of the whole background of foreign investments
indicates the need for flexibility. A rigid principle like "full com-
pensation" cannot make allowance for equitable adjustment of claims
and counterclaims arising from expropriations. Such adjustment must
be effected for each case on an ad hoc basis. 211 If this is correct, then
it follows that what is most needed is not a compensation formula
but established diplomatic and arbitral procedures whereby the interests
of both parties can reasonably be adjusted. A good deal of progress
has already been achieved by the practice of states in concluding lump-
sum agreements. These settlement techniques afford the needed flexi-
bility so that all the relevant factors in a given situation can be brought
to bear in determining the terms of indemnity. It remains to improve
the present situation by providing for compulsory arbitration of claims
should diplomatic efforts at settlement fail.25 It is true that the under-
256. See Friedmann, The Uses of "General Principles" in the Development of
International Law, 57 AM. J. INT'L L. 279, 295 (1963).
257. Friedmann, Social Conflict and the Protection of Foreign Investment, in
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, PROCEEDINGS 134 (1963).
258. This was in fact the consensus which emerged from the International Asso-
ciation of Legal Science held at Rome in 1958 under the auspices of the U.N.E.S.C.O.
with participation of representatives from Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Fin-
land, France, Germany, India, Italy, Lebanon, Poland, Rumania, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., the United States, and Yugoslavia. The Association reached
agreement that the deprived aliens were entitled to compensation in an amount to
be determined as a question of fact in each case. See Note, Rome Conference on
International and Comparative Law, 7 INT'L & COMp. L.Q. 585, 586-87 (1958).
259. In recent years, there have been a number of proposals for the establishment
of an arbitral tribunal to settle investment disputes. For example, there is the World
Bank proposal for an "International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes," in
4 INT'L LEGAL MATERIALS 532 (1965). See also Weston, International Law and the
Deprivation of Foreign Wealth: A Framework for Future Inquiry, 54 VA. L. R~v.
1265, 1332 (1968).
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developed countries - which form the bulk of expropriating states -
have displayed reluctance to submit to arbitration, but this attitude
appears to be the result of dissatisfaction with the substantive law
applied by arbitral tribunals rather than with arbitration itself.26 The
position of Iran in its dispute with the United Kingdom over the
A.I.O.C. nationalization is a good case in point. The Iranian Govern-
ment was first reluctant to submit the matter of compensation to the
jurisdiction of the I.C.J., but later agreed to arbitration by the World
Court "in case the former company agrees to a basis acceptable to
Iran."26' Surely here dissatisfaction was not with arbitration as such,
but with the substantive rules which, Iran felt, were so heavily
weighted against its interests as to make a favorable judgment for
the A.I.O.C. very likely. It is believed that the difficulty presented by
the expropriating state's reluctance to submit to arbitration can be
removed by asking the arbitral tribunal to apply flexible guidelines
which would allow for equitable adjustment of the claims of the re-
cipient country as well as those of the foreign entrepreneur. While it
is beyond the scope of the present study to discuss exactly what factors
must be brought to bear in establishing the terms of compensation, a
few examples may be offered to illustrate the point.
First, there are certain cases where the foreign propertyholder
has indulged in practices which can be described as an abuse of property
rights. An obvious case is that of a foreign investor who has abused
the host country by underestimating the value of this property for tax
purposes. It is suggested that, in case of expropriation, such investor
is not justified in claiming compensation for the market value of his
property, but should be limited to the underestimated value. Another
illustration is provided by the absentee landlord whose negligence and
disregard for development needs of the host community cause wastage
of resources. Dr. Stoll, drawing upon the technical assistance experi-
ence of the United Nations in Colombia, deals with the problem of
absentee ownership in that country in the following terms:
The phenomenon is rather common: the big landowner does not
manage the farm himself but rents it out to tenant farmers.
Occasionally, the latter till the land properly, but in the majority
of cases, they seek to draw the greatest possible benefit from the
land without any productive effort . . . . The result is the in-
creasing deterioration of the properties. 262
260. Castafieda, The Underdeveloped Nations and the Development of Inter-
national Law, 15 INT'L ORGANIZATION 41 (1961).
261. Iranian proposal in N.Y. Times, Mar. 21, 1953, at 6, col. 3.
262. Stoll, Quelques Aspects Internationaux de la Riforme Agraire en Columbie,
11 ANNUAIRE FRAN AIS Dn DROIT INTERNATIONAL 193, 202-03 (1965).
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Dr. Stoll also cites the case of some plantation owners in Colombia
who purchased land in the departments of Magdelena and Intendencia
de la Guajira with the sole intention of preventing the establishment
of pilot farms for the training of indigenous tribesmen in the techniques
of modern farming.263 In instances of this sort, the host community
would be justified in dispossessing the propertyholders even without
payment of compensation.
Apart from cases of abuse of property rights referred to in the
preceding paragraph, it is submitted that in all instances where large-
scale expropriations are carried out as part of a program of economic
and social reform, the tribunal, in determining the compensation terms,
must consider the financial capabilities of the expropriating state as re-
flected in its per capita national income and foreign-exchange earnings.
Many writers would argue that financial impossibility is not a valid
excuse for nonpayment of adequate compensation. Kissam and Leach,
for instance, have written:
Financial difficulties or straitened economic circumstances offer
no justification for the repudiation of obligations, either by in-
dividuals or by nations. If a State is unable to pay for what it
takes, then it has no legal or moral right to take from those who
are not nationals of the State. Beneficial as nationalization may
ultimately prove to be to a State and to its citizens, there is little
to justify placing the burden of a State's economic experimentation
upon the shoulders of the foreign investor, who has neither any
voice in the decision to indulge in such experimentation, nor any
status to enjoy whatever benefits may ultimately be derived there-
from. In short, poverty is no more an excuse for unjust enrich-
ment in the case of a State than it is in the case of an individual. 2 4
Such arguments, it is submitted, overlook the fact that one of the
major problems facing us today is the economic underdevelopment
and poverty of vast regions of the world. It is unreasonable to deny
to countries faced with such problems badly needed economic reforms
for the simple reason that these countries cannot afford to pay
adequate compensation for expropriated alien property. It must be
added that the problem of underdeveloped states concerns not only
the people who live under those conditions but the entire international
community as well. Admittedly, the widening gap between rich and
poor countries has introduced an element of tension in world politics
which threatens the stability of the international political system.
263. Id.
264. Kissam and Leach, Sovereign Expropriation of Property and Abrogation of
Concession Contracts, 28 FORDHAm L. Rev. 177, 189 (1959).
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But apart from such considerations, it is submitted that reasonable
standards of the kind advocated here would in the long run provide
a more effective protection for the security of foreign investments.
For international law, lacking as it does in enforcement machinery, is
effective only to the extent that it represents the consensus of the
world community. In case of foreign investors, the most reliable pro-
tection must be sought, not in the repeated assertions of certain
orthodox principles which are now repudiated by the great majority
of would-be expropriators as inimical to their needs, but by means of
development of practices and standards which would afford reasonable
security to the foreign investor without sacrificing the interest of the
capital-importing countries in their development.
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